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THE CITY OF THE GREAT PEACE

We like to go out to the cemetery the evening berore
Decoration Day when the sun is throwing its ler-gthened
shadows across the grass and there are no sound·s except
the low murmur of voices £rom those 'lovingly laden
with rlowers' for the beloved dead.
We like to go when all is being done simply, naturally,
with bits o£ talks from neighbor to neighbor strewing
.flowers there in The City or the Gre.at Peace. Each
looks at the other with a close, understanding glance

. • • a recognition • • • in the rata that touches all
alike and that will take. us all finally to The City of
the Great :Peace.

We love that beeutlrul old Rural Cemetery~ Walking
along its paths of silence among the ones who have found
the answer is about the most resting thing we know • • •
We pay tribute to the thing we have made of Rural
Cemetery, our City or the Great Peace.

L. Clare Davis
Stockton Record

May 30th., 1918

PREFACE

One hundred years may or may not seem a long time.
To the geologist, .one hundred years is but a moment.

To

the -historian 1 t may represent a -convenient yard:rtick to
measure events- or empires.

To the average individual,- one

hundred years may seem a short time when hi:story tells us
that old world civilization was brought to the shores of
California in 1542 by Cabrillo, and_the first Franciscan
misson was established in 1769.

One hundred years is a long

time When it includes such a period of phenomenal events as
mankind has experienced in the past ten

decades~

Certainly

the course of California _s ince the discovery of gold in 1848
or the gold rush of 1849 has undergone unparalleled change.
Fractically no region of the State has escaped alteration in
some form, including Central California and the City of
Stockton.
It is intended to present one small aspect of that
total picture of Central California's and the City of
Stockton's past one hundred years.

Historians employ all man-

ner of tools to aid them in their quest for truth.

Records,

diaries, letters, photographs, -even garbage dumps serve as
instruments- for exploring antique lands, cultures, -and events.
There ia no better instrument for understanding the past
than a traditional cemetery with well maintained grounds and
records.

I

Central california and the City of Stockton are

fortunate to have such a

cemete~y

serving the community

today as it has for the past one hundred years.
A consideration of Rural Cemetery's past one hundred
years is more than a chronicle or burials and maintenance
problems.

It is a source for better understanding the com-

munity's history, growth, and citizens.

It is not intended

to present the entire story of the Stockton region since the
11

days of '49.n

Cemetery,
story.

~his

By delving into the history of the Rural
writing will present part or that interesting

Through this approach, the history of' a cemetery and

its community will unfold.
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CRAfTER I

BURIAL FACILITIES fRIOR TO 1861
The story or early Stockton has been well told by
local historians through the years, making it unnecessary
to dwell on this subject at length.

The gold rush of '49

had turned a sleepy tule land-grant into a hustling crossroads for adventurers bound for the mines.

The Stoclcton

Times of Saturday morning, Marc.h 16, 1850, reported that
"Stockton is now the great centre of business and depot for
all the southern mines.

Arriving at Stockton, the miner

must make the best bargain he can for the conveyance of his
freight to the mines.nl

These new arrivals to California

and Stockton were, for the most part, a group of very independent individuals..

Each man was concerned with his own

well-being and had little inclination to concern hLmself
with the welfare of others.

It was natural that this self-

centered attitude be applied to the subject of- death.
Men were strangers to one another, there was no
government to take charge of burials, no land had been
specifically set aside for interments; so, the dead were
disposed of as quickly and as cheaply as possible in the

1

Stockton Tim.e s, March 1.6 , 1850

2

most convenient spot. 2

Examples ot: this "convenienc-e bury-

ing-" have been discovered throughout the. years.

An early

case is mentioned in the Daily .San Joaquin Republican of
Saturday morning, March 12, 1859:
Yesterday while digging in the stable yard in the
rear of the Republican office, some person struck, at
a short distance below the surface, a human skull, but
of what description of person, was not apparent • • •
It is likely that the skull is a part ot: other remains,
which may be found, and. that some person was buried
there in the early days ·or California, when people were
not very particular about burying grounds.3
one grave was found while workmen were digging the
t:oundation ot: a building on Main Street; another was found,
late in the 1860's on :Hunter Street, corner of Market_. where
workmen were cutting out an oak tree for the improvement of
the street. 4 Such cases were not unco~non.
With the o.rganization of the city government, land
was set aside t:or public burials on the south side of Channel
Street, betwe·en San Joaquin and Sutter. 5

This site, opposite

2

George H. Tinkham, History of San ..Joaquin -countz,
California. (Los Angeles: Historic Record Company, 19~0),
p. 1~2 ..

3 Da1ly San Jo.aouin Republican LS'tockton., Californi~,
:March 12_, lc 59-.4 Tinkha~.

QE• cit., p. 122. This was thG body of the
little Chicard girT wno-had died on the plains and whose
naren ts refused to leave her there alone. Captain Weber
allowed the family to bury her on property he ha.d given them.

5 v. Covert Martin, Stockton Album Through The Years
(Stockton, Cali.fornia·, 1959), P• 141.

3

·the now deserted County Jail, was well used but only for
temporary serviee. 0

Some interments were made in the

County Jail property and V. Covert Martin, in his book
Stockton Album Tnrough The Year.s, mentions another old cemetery on ·Main and Sutter Streets. 7

The lack o~ information

concerning these early public grounds is indicative of the
disinterest at that time in such civic matters.
The following year of 1851 saw the Committee or

Fublic Grounds take squatters possession of a plot of ground
outside the ei·ty limi·ts :for burial purposes l'lhich wa-s commonly referred to as the City Burial Ground or Citizen's
Cemetery. 8

The land was Iat~r bounded. by Weber Avenue,

Pilgrim, Main and Union Streets. 9

It would be misleading

to leave the impression that a lack of civic interest in
burial facilities continued after an organized civilization
began to evolve 1n Stockton.

"The early Stocktonians had been

too self-dependent to concern themselves with such matters· as
cemeteries, which was understandable.

With all due respect

to them, they took a genuine interest when permanence was
achieved.

6

Ibid.

7 Ibi.d.

-

8 Tinkham, .2£,• cit., P• 122
9

Martln,

££· £!!.,

P• 141

4

The July 16, 1851, San Joaquin

Rep~blican carri~d

this article concerning City Council proceedings;- "Mr.
Robertson o.ffered a bill authorizing the f ·resident of -the
Council to advertise ror proposals ror the construction of
an enclosure around the c·i ty burial ground, which was
adopted.nlO

Though adopted, no action on .fencing the ground

was immediately begun.

In November of that year another

new-spaper article told of' the Jews stealing "a mar-c h on the
Christians. n-

They had provided a cemetery for their dead

and had enclosed it with a strong, solid fence.

The article

also states that the City Cemetery was unenclosed and "that
swine root up the interred bodies.

Jesustnll

If these articles are not enough to convince one that
Stockton was already achieving a sen-se o.f civic respon.sibility, the next article taken from a local newspaper of

January 3, 1852, certainly should.
For mer~y 1 s sake and for the love o.f God, good
Christian gentlemen, let us tend our dead. In California
we receive but little charity, while living.- -we
must • • • help ourselves; let us all have an assurance,
however,_ that when we rest beneath the .sod, our bones
shall not be disturbed in our long last sleep by

coyotes, hogs, and cattle.

We would that those whose

mishap it is to die in this new land, should have the
same regard shown to their remains as would be the case

:1o

San Joaquin Republ~can, August,ll, 1851.

11 Ibid., November 19, 1851

5

were they in the old places, under the care of their own
relatives and friends.
All the better feelings or our nature require this at
our hands. We are informed -- but we hope it is not true
- - that the hogs are rooting up the dead bodies in the
unenclos·ed Stockton burial ground. Now l.et the truth be
told; it is possible- that we shall eat that pork one day
ror .our dinners. The proverb says - - 'what is everybody's business is nobody's'" and so it has happened that
although all complaints lsiETof the state of the ground,
no person has considered ~-to be his duty to take the
ini tia tl ve, al.though, we are persuaded, a su.ff1c1en t sum
or money would be subscribed in one day to fence it in.
Now, we would respectfully suggest to the members of the
city council to take this matter into their serious consideration; we believe that they are actuated by a faithful de-sire to advance the _p ublic interest., and we are
sure that they could not do a more popular act· th·a n enclosing, with a good fence, the Stockton burial
grounds.l2
Aside .from tha somewhat ghoulish reference to future

ham dinners, this article displays public concern for local
burial facilities.

Within a few days, a movement was afoot

to alleviate the deplorable condition.

A petition was cir-

culated demanding the creation or a City Sexton position
"whose duty it shall be to take charse of the graves,
superintend all funerals, and make returns or burials to
the city cl·ark. nl3

The article carri-ed in the ne.w spaper

concludes with the rather touching statement:

II

. . . should

we be called upon to leava our bones this side of the

12

~. ,

13

Ib~d.,

January 3, 1852
January 10, 1852

6
continent~

'the pangs of p-a rting li:f"e' may be soothed by the

reflection that we may receive a Christian burial in a
"Christian land. nl4
Public interest in improving the property began to

take errect and soon .$500 was obtained by subscription.15
In early February ·the council approved a bill put forth by
Mr. Howison "for approximately $1~000 to~rds enclosing the

burial ground."

Another motion, "that the committee on pub-

lie grounds be instructed to confer with Mr. C. M_. Weber,

and solicit from him a donation of the property usod as the
burial ground, was adopted." 16

Captain Weber graciously

donated the ground and in 1852 the council had a renee
built around the premises, at a cost of

$1~500,

and in July

of that year a sexton was appointed.l 7
Be-s ides his donation of land for city burials,

Captain Weber donated other such blocks to the Catholics and
Jewish churches and the Odd Fellows' Lodge.

The land

donated for the first Catholic cemetery was \rlthin the city

15T.1.nkham, ~· cit. p. 123

16

San Joaquin

Republic~,

February 11, 1852

17
An Illustrated History of San Joaquin Countf,
Californi.a (Chic-ago: T'.ne Lewis f'ubiTShing Company ,. 890),
P• l49.

7

limits but quite distant from the central .district.
I

I

It was

·

bounde d by Sonora, Aurora, Church and Jose Jesus (Grant)
stree·ts.

Initially l.ittle record wa·s kept of the burials;

but by 1878 about one thousand persons had been buried there.
By this time a new Catholic cemetery was being established
on North Street (Harding Way.) and Cemetery Lane.
1890's the old cemetery was

neg~ected

By the

and the bodies were

being movea to the new cemetery on Harding Way.l8
The He.brew Ceme"tery was, and sti.ll is, located at
Acacia, ri.lgrim, lop.lar, and Union streets.

In the £all of

185.1,. the Hebrews had. asked Captain \'Jeber for a lot and.

received this one.l8

In May, 1854, Captain Weber gave the

Odd Fellows the block adjoining the Hebrew burying ground,
which was used until 1874. 20

Both the Jewish and Odd

Fe.llows' cemeteries were well mainta1ned.

Like

~~e

Citizens

Ce:ne tery, l'ences were necessary to keep out cattle.

A

newspaper article entitled "Cemetery Improvementsu r ·e ads;
"A be-autiful fence, similar to that around the

burit~.J.

J.ot

of the Odd Fellows, is being constructed around the Hebrew
burying ground, which is situated in

~ p~easant

place, near

18

Martin, £E.· cit ... p. 14~. The Holt Manu1'acturing
Company was bui.lt on the old ground.
aeorge H. Tinkha~, ! Historx of Stockton (San
Francis co : 'll. ?.i . Hinton and Company, 1 8 80) , p. 06 9 ..
19

the Odd Fellows• Cemetery~- "

21

8
A later article -states;

"The f"ence around these grounds has been quite completed,
and the place now is an almost exact counterpart, 1n appearance, of" the Odd Fellows' burial ground.n 22
In ..January of" 1861, an article entitled "Odd Fellows•·

Cemetery" noted that the work of" improving the grounds was
going on very rapidly and that avenues· were being laid out
a .s well as the ground gra-ded.

Trees were to be set cut

along the walks and other points, and the "cemetery will
soon present a very· f"ine appearance.n 23
Another article mentioned the "tasteful improvement"
of" the Odd Fellows' Cemetery which included a $520 windn1fll
for· the purpose of irrigating the ornamental shrubbery.
11

In a short time, with proper attention, this will be the
most bee-utiful 'city of" the dead' in the country." 24
The Odd Fellows' Cemetery property was sold to th5
Western Pacific Railroad and the bodies were transferred to

21

·naily San Joaquin Republican, October 15, 1859.

22
23

24

Ibid., December 4, 1859
Ibid., January 25, 1861
Ibid •• May 31, 1861

9
the lodge's plot in the Rura·l Cemetery in 1909. 25

T'.ne

State Legislature in 1893 authorized the removal of
c.e meteries from within the official boWldaries of a city

which permitted the removal of the Citizen's and old
Catholic burying· grounds as well as· the Odd Fellows'
Cemetery. 2 6
~1e

articles about the proper maintenance of the

Jewish and Odd Fellows·' Cemeteries w.ere a definite contrast
to those concerning the Citizen's Cemetery.

It was the

publ:ic concern of the neglected state of the city burying
ground that eventually led to the establishment of a new
and more adequate burial facility.

2S

Martin,

26

£E·

cit. P• 142.

Tinkham, History of San .Joaquin Countz., P· 123.

CHAP~R

II

THE NEED FOR A NEW CEMETERY

As the years went by, the city cemetery became
inadequate.

Newspaper articles or the period proudly

boasted of Stockton 1 .s "steady increasing 11 growth in size
and population.

"Buildings are being erected in every

direction, and we doubt very much if any city in the State
can show as fair an increase • • • " 1

Indeed, the life of

the city was beginning to press upon the resting place of
its deadA

A concern for this situation was reported in

November of 1859.
It is evident that the time is fast approaching when
measures must be taken to furnish more space for general
cemetery purposes in this city. Notwithstanding a large
number of tho·se who di~ in this vicinity are interred in
the Catholic burial ground, and also in the Jewish and
Odd Fellows' cemeteries, the city ground is ra p idly becoming rilled up, and one almost wonders in passing
through it where all the mortality occurred • • • 2
The article goes on to mention that there was some
land available t·o the west of the cemetery but 1 t would entail a large expend! ture, 11 which Council have no authority

1
2

Dail.z San _Joaquin Republican, January 27 ,. 1861.
Ibid., November 19, 1859.

11

under present circumstances,. to -make. n:3 Another factor wee
the opposition of the
to such an

expansion~

citiz~ns

in the neighboring vicinity

Thu$, the local newspaper mentioned:

''it is proposed to co:r:::unence the work of laying out a rural
c.e metery at some little distance out o:f the border of the
city, which ·it is desirable to fit up

~1th

taste after the

fashion or some of those near the eastern cities • • • n4
By De-c e-m ber of 1859 no action had been taken on
answering the need for new cemetery facilities.
San Joaquin Republican reported:

The Daily

"There- aoes- not seem to be

.r.lUch acti vit·y in the- movement to procure and lay out groundsfor a city cemetery in this vicinity, though the necessity
:for a work of the kind is becoming more apparent, daily • • •
The project is a most meritorious one, and it is fully time
that the movement should be; at least, cormnenced. nS
Again, a crusading press was
more civic awareness.

~eaponsible

for promoting

Its news coverage, and certain other

events happening about the same time, led to public action.
In January, 1860, the first example of such activity
was recorded.

A meeting of' citizens convened in the rcoms of

5Ibid., December 2, 1859.

12
the Society or Natural History, on the evening of the 24th,
to consider organizing a Rural Cemetery Association.

A

committee or rive were appointed "to con·f er with owners or
property_, in the vicinity .o f' the city, and ascertain on what
terms a lot of ground • • • suited to such purposes, could be
bought. n6
The _following Tuesday interested citizens did convene

but kept no record of their proceedings.

The availa.ble evi-

dence suggests that little progress was made in forming an
association.
Undoubtedly, .fate itself was responsible for public
action on the cemetery problem.

On Saturday af'te·rnoon,

August 4., 1860, a fire, of unknown causes., broke out in the
Citizen's Ceme·tery.

Several men hastened to the spot on

seeing smoke rising from within the enclosure.
to save the fence but

11

They managed

the palings around many of the graves.,

together with the shrubbery, were consume.d.

Many

beautiful

tomb and grave stones were also ruined by the fire, which
·ran through the long dry grass like lighteningl5i£T.n7
.Mr. Bond, the sex·ton, put forth c-onsiderable e.ffort

in the following weeks to improve the appearanc-e o.f the
burned portion o.f the grounds.

6

Ibid., January 25, 1860

7rbid., August 5, 1860

The disaster focused more

13

public attention on the facility.
The local newspaper or September 6th, reported that
little had been done by friends of the deceased to improve
th·e area destroyed by fire.

Apparently many of the enclo-

sures destroyed at that time were over the graves of persons whose relatives and friends were no longer residents
of the city.

Therefore, "no one takes interest enough to

supply their places with new ones.n8

By late November the public had failed to correct
the condition mentioned by the newspaper.

Again, the civic-

minded press attempted to remind the citizenry of their
obligation.
A stranBer, in visiting our City Cemetery, is far
from being struck favorably with its appearance, and
c·i ti zen of S to cktcn is almost a shamed to take anyone
who has been in the habit of se-eing the ta.stefully
laid out grounds of the kind in San Francisco,
Sacramento and J.Iarysville, to the spot. Their is a
painful appearance or neglect about the ground, which
is far from being improved by the looks of a large
number of half burned. wooden .headboards, which were
damaged by a recent fire. There are no neatly laid
out walks, trees, or other evidence of care· and taste
about the place. It is highlyLsi~time that in a
Christian community like our ~wn-;-some system should
be adopted to cause this locality to be beautified
and improved. A lesson cou·ld be taken from some of 9
our sister cities in this respect to great advantage.

8
9

Ibid., September 6, 1860.
~-~

November 28, 1860.
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Reminding the public of obligation is one
forcing action is another.

~hing,

but

December passed, than January,

then February and still no person or group had taken up the
cause for _improving the cemetery area.

In early March 1861,

the adverse comment on the fire-damaged cemetery's appear- .
ance f"inally took e-ffect.

By that time, it was realized that

the entire facility was inadequate to -a growing community's
needs.

The Daily San Joaquin Republican printed:

It is quite time that action should be taken to
make provision for a suitable resting place for the
dead of our locality. The City Cemetery is n~arly
filled. It is true that we have a very fine Odd
Fellows' burial ground, a Jevnsh, and a Catholic
cemetery, but that does not materially decrease the
necessity for a suitable public burial place, and one
which \'l:ill be a credit to our ci-ty. If a new ground
is to be selected, now is certainly the time to commence the \'.o rk of prep a ring it. A hand some, well
laid out ground of the kind is now expected of every
civilized city of any size.lO
\Vi thin a

w-e elr after this article appeared, -a local

citizen empha-s ized the edi·tor' s thought with this personal
reaction to the problem:
Editor Republican -- I do not envy the man Who is
travelling through e new country in perpetually finding fault because everytnlng is not equal to what he
may have been accustomed to meet with in other places.
At the same time, I think it must be admit ted that ,in the hurry and scramble after riches, which every
senslhle man must have e-x pected to encounter in this
State, before corning to it, he might have supposed

10

Ibid., March 2, 1861.
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that we would have done more ·than we have ye.t done in
regard to Public Cemeteries.

A proper respect ror the dead has in all countries
marked their progress in civilization while it has
taught one of the most impressive of religious lessons,
Nay, it is coevilL5ii7with the earliest history and belongs to every people • . •
The religion or the Christ·i ans, as it taught the
resurrection of the body, adopted from primitive times,
as the most characteristic of their creed, the practice
of burying; and for the purpose of inspiring religious
feelings, their dead were generally interred in and
around their churches. Thus it continued till modern
times, when a due regard for the health of the living,
and the increased population of large cities, induced
the practice of having Public Cemeteries, especially
la·id out for that purpose, provided in their respective
suburbs.
However, we may feel disposed to respect the custom
of burying the dead in the immediate vicinity of the
Church in. country places, the common sense of marikind
succumbs to the fact that Public Cemeteries have become
indispensable for all great and growing cities • • •
With so many instances in the older States (were
there no others) to stimulate us, the citizens of this
State ought certainly to direct their attention to an
object which so much deserves their reverence. The
·matt.e r I look upon as especially worthy of the consideration of the in..lJ.abitant·s of this city • • • Here_, we
could have no better soil·; nor do I believe that we
would have any difficulty in. obt-aining a suffi.cient
amount of land in a. sui·table situation, if we· would
only reso~ve seriously to do our part in the matter.
I am glad to perceive that you have already referred
to the subject, and hope that you will not give over
calling the public attention to it on all fitting
occasions, until so d~sirable and praiseworthy an
obj~ct is accomplished.
Re sp.e c tfully
Stockton, March 8, 1861.

ll

Ibid., March 9, 1861

Thos. McG11 11
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The crusade for an improv-ed public ce!Iletery waa soon
rewarded.

Mre- M.cGil' s letter to the editor, the frequent

mention of c-emetery conditions by the pres-s, and observation
convinced the civic-minded that action was necessary.

On

March 20th, the lo-cal newspaper carried the announcement:
,There will be- a meeting held this evening .. Wednesday,
March 20th, at the - City Hall, at half-past seven o'clock,

12

for the purpose of forming a Rural Cemetery Assoc1.ation. ,._

The Daily San Joaquin Republican of the same day
remarked. that "the want of such a cemetery is evident. n
The available grounds . in the City Cemetery

11

w1ll soon be

unfitted for the purpose which it is now used.al3

12
~·,

13

Ibid.

March 20, 1861

ENTRANCE GATE - RURAL

cm~TERY

lithin this gate is a
Garden of ·emories

CHAfTER III
ORGANIZATION AN'D ESTABLISHM:-~:NT

The only record or what transpired at the cemetery
meeting appeared in the local ne-w spaper.
B.

w. Owen.s was selected Chairman and v.

Secretary.

The

It reported that
M.

Peyton acted as

la-w concerning Cemetery Assoeiati ons was

read, and the meeting proceeded to vote for a name-.

·The

"Stockton Rural Ceme tery Association" was finally adopted.
The next order of business was to elect six trustees,
to se_rve one, two and three years, which resulted in the
aelect~on

of B. W. Owens, B. W. Bours, g.

v.

Samuel Fisher,

s.

Holden,

M. Peyton and W. Biven.

By lot, Messrs. Owens and Biven were to serve for one
year; Peyton and Fisher two years; and Bours. and Holden
three years.

Articles of incorporation were to be filed,

and the trus·tees were to call on Captain \'I eber "to make
arrangements for securing a plot of ground contiguous to
1

the city, suitable for the purposes of the Assoclatlon.• Thia particular article is most informative.

It

pre sent s the organi za t.ional fea-ture of the Ass oc is ti on and
mentions those who were to be responsible- for the success
of the venture.

1

~.,

V.arch 21, 1861
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Valentine Mason Peyton, the acting secretary, was
a-ctive in Stockton school affairs.

He had pressed for .fr·e e

education in the City and was responsible for an ordinance
being p -a ssed in 1852 providing .for a Board of' Education and

a City Superintendent or Schools. 2

According to George H.

Tinkham, the local historian_, ".Mr. V. M. P·eyton not only
took a deep inte-r est in the education of children but also
joined with them in their pleasures and amusements.n3
Peyton has been described as the founder of the public system
in Stockton and as meriting "the esteem of all the lovers

of education and liberty. tt4
Little· information 1 a a va 11 able on B. ';V. Owens e-xcept that he was a prominent citizen who bad purchased the
Stockton Journal in January, 1854.
ing to

v.

B. W. Bours was, accord-

Covert Martin., a long time banker in Stockton.

B. Walker Bours .opened one of the first bariks in California

in a canvas structure on Cent&r Street in 1849.

n~is

bank

was de-stroyed by fire in .1853 and reopened on the west side

of Cente.r Street be-tween Main Stre-et and Weber Avenue.
Over the years the name changed to the San Joaquin Valley
Bank, later t ·o the San Joaquin Valley National Bank_, and

2
Martin,
3
4

~·

cit. p. 155.

Tinkham, !_ History of' S-tockton, P• 29.0
Ibid. p..- 287.
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eventually was purchased by the Bank of Italy (the. present
Bank of America). 5

Erastus S. Holden is the best known of the initial
Rur-a l Ceme·tery trustees.

Accompanied by nineteen .friends,

Holden arrived by way o.f Panama in 1849.

He

~as

mayor of

Stockton six times and opened the first drug store in 1850
with a partner named Reddington.

The firm was located 1n

a tent on the northwest corner of Main and .El Dorado Streets!

It burned in 1851 at a loss. of $10,000 an.d. the partnership
dissolved.

Holden reopened in a wooden building on the

northeast corner of this intersection and in 1854 erected
a two story brick building on the same site for his store.
Among other business activities, Holden was president of the Stockton and Copperopolis Railroad.

He was

considered one of Stockton's leading citizens.6

In his

1880 book, historian Tinkham remarked -- .Holden "has

sho~n

more enterprise in building the city than any other man
except Captain Webe·r. •7
The limited information available about Samuel
.I<'isher indicat-es that he "''as a prominent citiEen of Jewish

5

Martin,
6

Ibid.
7

~·

cit. p. 101.

pp. 94-96.

Tinkham, A History of Stockton, P• 358.
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descent and at one time one of four bondsmen :for Captain
Weber • 8

The l9 s t mentioned

tl'Us

tee 1 : :~ \william Biven.

Biven was noted for newspaper activities.

In the spring cf

1854 he started the Stockton Evening Post and served as editor and proprietor. 9
partner. 10
~·ere

H.A. Crabb, a local attorney, was a

In June 1854 the fost and the Stockton Journal

combined by Biven as the Stockton Daily Argus.

During

the Civil War the Argus favored the anti-war Democr·a ts and

expressed sympathy for the Confederacy.

Because of this,

it was suppressed by the Federal Government in September
1862, for treasonable editorials.

In July 1865 Biven

started the Daily Evening Herald which he sold in 1869 •.11
Biven met an untimely end on the 9th of May, 1875.

He was

a.pparently thrown by his horse and broke his neck in the
fal1. 12
It is obvious that the original trustees of the
Hural Cemetery were distinguished ci.tizens of the col!Lrnunity.
That tradition remains unbroken to the present day.

8

Ibid. P• 78.

9 rbid. P· 264.

10Henry A. Crabb, a :former State Senator, was later
executed by Mexicans at Cavorea for his part in a filibustering expedition.
11

Martin,

12.

££·

cit. p.

226~

Tinkham, A History .of

Stockton~

P• 269.
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The newspaper article on the organization or the
Rural Cemetery Association mentioned the law concerning
Cemetery Associations.

This law was part of the State of

California Statutes of 1859, Chapter CCLXVII -- An Aat to
Authorize the Incorporation of Rural Cemetery Associations,
approved April 18, 1859.

The law was most comprehensive and

required but four handwritten pases.

This is definitely a

contrast to today's State Cemetery Law issued in pamphlet
form entitled Cemetery Act and requiring fifty-nine printed
pagea. 13

Raymond Louis Brennan, General Counsel of the

Interment Association or California

~Tote

recently:

Mountain View or Oakland is operating under the
1859 Act, and the same is true of San Gabriel
Association here in the Los Angeles area and, I believe, Mountain View in Altadena as well. The 1859
Act wa-s comprehensive and pretty well spelled out
just what the cemeteries under that Act .could do.
The Act was repealed in 1931 but the legislation which
repealed provided that any cemetery organized under the
1859 Act would still · retain all the rights and privileges afforded by it. At the time the Act was repealed,
some of the attorneys felt that the new law of 1931 did
not give as much -protection to a truly non-profit association as the old Act. It was for this reason that the
cemeteries rormed under the original Act guard carefully
those .sections of the law that although repealed, eontlnue to apply them.l4

13

State or California Department of Frofessionsl and
Vocational Standards Cemetery Board, Cemetery Act~ Issued
by Cemetery Board (Sacramento: California State lrinting
Office, 1959}, pp. l-5~.

14
Letter f'rom Raymond Louis Brennan, General Counsel,
Interment Association of California to Glenn A. Kennedy,
Secretary of Stockton Rural Cemetery Association, Octobe-r
13, 1960.
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As seen from this l€tter, Rural Cemetery is one of
the few cemeteries in the State still operating under the
original Act.

The law of. 1859 gave many privileges to cor-

porations formed- for the purpose of _p urchasing, holding,
and improving cernetry grounds.

Seven or- more per-s ons were

necessa-ry to compose the company; and after the crompany was
organized, it could purchase the necessary land and issue
bonds

of

the organization in payment of the same.

Sixty

percent of all money received from -the sale of lots was to
be used to pay off the bonds.

After the purchase money and

interest was paid, all proceeds were to be devoted to 1mproving- the ground.

A.111ple provisi-on was made in the law to

protect the cemetery from

11

profanation, forced sale, or

injury to the grounds, monuments or other structures upon
the location."15
On March 22, 1861, B. W. Owens and V. M. leyton
appeared before
notarized.

c.

Campbell and had the corF.oretion agreement

The Certificate of Incorporation of the Stockton

Rural Cemetery Association is worthy of mention in part.
It reads:
We, the undersigned • • • who desire to form a corporation for the purpose of procuring 7 anrl hold lands,
at a convenient distance from the City of Stockton, to
be used exclusively, for a Cemetery, or place for the

.15
Daily San Joaquin Re!ublican, December 2, 1859: quotes

from California Statutes,

859.
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burial o.f the dead; pursuan.t to the provisions of an
Act entitled "An Act to Authorize the Incorporation
of Rural Canetery Associations", Approved .April 18th,
1859, met together pursuant to previous notices; on
the 20th day of March., A.D. 1861, at the City Hall in
the City of Stockton • • • The meeting proceeded to
form an association, for the purpose above named by
determining, that the Association should be called
Stockton Rural Cemetery Association, by which name
said Association shall be called and known; and determining that the numbe·r of Trustees to manage the concern of the Association shall b.e six • • • 16
With the Association officially formed, named and
incor,t:·orated, selection of a sui table site contiguous to the
City was in order.
~

September 12, 1861, a

confer with Captain

~eber

locations were considered:

co~~ittee

was a ppointed to

regarding a cemetery site.

Three

The Crimm place - - rejected for

being too dusty; the West place; and the Howison land.
Captain Weber offered one thousand dollars toward the purchase of the Howison land., and the committee recommended its
purchase for the proposed cemetery.l 7
The local paper reported that the land "·is situate.d

16
The Certificate of Incorporation of the Stuckton
Rural Cemetery Association, nota-rized on March22, 1861.
/This document is on file in the County Recorder's Office.
Articl-es o·f Incorporation were filed locally in early
Cali.fornia.J

17
Stockton Rural Cemetery Association, ~1nutes Book,
Vol. I, 24 September 1861 and 27 Septe~ber 1861. Z.Notes o.f
all Membership and Board of Trustees meetings are dated
kept in a bound minutes book~
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about one mile rrom town, near one of the Sacramento roads,
and contains about seventy-five acres."

It was to be laid

out as soon as the Association obtained possession of the·proper·ty .1 8
Edward M. Howison was County Clerk or San Joaquin
County.

He had purchased sixty acres of the property :from

J. P. Lane in 1853, and fi:fteen acres from Captain Weber in

1858.

He .sold the entire seventy-f'i ve acres to the Cemetery
19
:for $2,500.
The terms or the purcha.se was to be $1, 500
in cash and the remaining $1,000 was to be paid in one year
with "a moderate rate of interest. 20
The Association decided to borrow $1,000 - - - $500
of whi_ch was to be added to Captain \'Ieber' s donation :for the
down payment and the remaining $500 retained to lay out the
grounds.

Doctor Holden announced at the Association meeting

that he ·had written to James R. Lowe of San Jose surveyor
and designer, regarding laying out the grounds and that Lowe
had visited Stockton and was well pleased with the site.

On

November 27, 1861, the Daily San Joaquin Republican carried
two article-s pertaining to the new cemetery.

laDaily San Joaquin Republican, October 10, 1861.
19Martin, op. cit. p. 143.

LNo

zo-stockton

Rural Cemetery Association, ££• cit.
date given but occurred sometime in October, 1861~
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The one reporting the Association meeting said that
Lowe had presented a plan for laying out the cemetery
grounds and that he was to be

a~lowed

the sum of $500 for

his .labor in drawing and overseeing the layout. 2 1
The other article anti tled

11

The Cemetery" stated that

the drawings were uvary ela.b orate and taste.tul. and are calculated :for a very large tr-a ct of' gro'Wld. 2 2
Lowe was also recognized as a competent and highly
successful landscape gardener.

His

or~ginal

plans are

still preserved in the cemetery's records and show that
layout has been closely :followed.

~s

One need only drive

through Rural Cemetery to appreciate- his "tasteful 11 design.
By April 1, 1862, the layout of the grounds had been

completed and Lowe was paid $500 per contract and an additional $100

11

for hands paid by .h im .t o assist· in driving

stakes and work in laying out the grounds." . George Able
was to be p·a id $55

11

for work in assisting Mr. Lowe, but the

mon·i es to be hereafter collected • • • 023

The limited

availability o:f cash is illustrated here.

21

Daily _San Joaquin

Republica~,

November 27, 1861.

22

Ibid.
23

Stockton Rural Cemetery Association,
April 1, 1862.

££·

cit.
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During the winter

or

1861 and spring or 1862 the

improvement and preparation of the cemetery was

co~enced.

\'lalks and car.r.iage ways were plowed to mark them distinctly,
an entrance to the grounds was secured, and necessary administrative and policy plans were established.

On May 21,

1862, the local newspaper cownented on the progress as

follows:
T~is ground is coming daily more into notice as a
sui table burying place f'or the dead of Stockton and
vicinity.. The en trance to 1 t 1 s ti:1rough the orchards
of Alonzo Me Cloud, and the outer gate is a .rev; rods
·east of his house, which is on North Street (Harding
Vay), the extreme northerly street of' the city evirons.
The Rural Cemetery Association has secured the right of
way through Mr. McCloud's property for two years onl-y.
The road is now excellent from Stockton to the grounds,
a distance of about two miles. The extent of the
cemetery is sixty acre.s ; 1 t is a luxuriant looking
field~ with a f'air number of large oaks scattered over
it. The locality is a very quiet, retired spot, and
the breeze rustles pl-e asantly over the last resting
place. The grounds have been tastefully laid out,
though but about half of the avenues and paths have been
constructed. Enough i.s to be seen, however, to satisfy
any person that it w11~ become at an early day one of
the most beautiful burial places in our State. Tne
avenues are named after trees, such as Elm, Oak, Ash_,
etc. j- and the paths after f~owers, such as Rose, Lily,
etc.

Separate iots have been set apart for the clerey,
ror children or those who have no lot of his or her own.
:tortions of the ground have also been set apart for ·the
poor, .c oiored persons and C:.11inamen. The coroner has had
orders from the Supervisors to inter the county poor in
this ground. • •
The Rural Cemetery Association is in debt about
and it is to be hoped that our citizens Will
lend their aid to relieve the society from their debt.
The place will be a credit to Stockton in all time to
come, and will be a pleasant resort as well as a
desirable place of sepulture in vmich to deposit the
remains of those who go before us. Every purchase of
~ 2,000,

27

a lot, whether large or smail, aids the society. Many
of our citizens are making arrangements to remove the
bodies or their deceased friends to the cemetery.
~.ir. Bond inform1"1 us that he has orders to remove four
this week • • • 24
The temporary entrance was used until March 23, 1886,
when a strip or 1 and 2, 7 2·3 . 82 feet by 45 feet was purcha.ae d
11

for purposes of' a roadway· to and from Staclcton Rura-l

Ce~etery.

11

T"nis roadway, stretching from Harding 'liay- to the

Cemetery entrance, is known as· Cemetery Lane.

Ti1ough ov.ned

by the Rurai Cemetery Association, the City or· Stockton has
been granted use of it in return for its maintenance.

'rhe

Lane originally extended in a straight iine !'rom Harding
Way to the Cemetery.

In 1869 the Cemetery and Captain

Weber exchanged land to make a curve in ·the Lane to. provide
a more suitable entrance.
Glenn A. Kennedy, Secretary and Trustee of the
Stockton Rural Cemetery Association, has pointed out that
Captain Weber was a very important inf'luence in establ!.shing
.Rural Cemetery.

It is noted in the minutes of the

Association that the Trustees .recognized and ·accepted Captain
Vleber' s gi.ft of ;~i,OOO for the purchase of the land.

He

personally surveyed and exchanged a part of the Lane ror a
bette.r entrance.

He personally supervised grading o:f the

24
DailX San Joaquin Republican, May 21, 1862.
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Lane.

He surveyed end superintended the digging or the

drainage system of ditches, and at one time s·erved as a
11

•rrus te.e .

It seemed to be a project in which he had a very

personal i~terest.u25
George Tinkham in disc·ussing_ Captain Weber and. the
Rural Cemetery _noted:

"· •.• here (the Ce!'!letery) he now s.p ends

a portion of his time.• n 26

To acknowledge the appreciated

help of the ever benevo.lent Captain Weber,

a

resolution

was-

of fared by Dr. E. S. Holden, and seconded by V. M • .P·eyton,
that a committee be appointed

11

to call on Captain Weber and

tender him on behalf of the Board of Trustees his choice of
lots in the Societies[SiS/ground~, as a slight consider.
n27
a ti on for his kindness and liberality towar d s th e Soc1ety.
With the election of the required Board of Trustees,
and the unamimous election of Dr. E. S. Holden as Chairman
of the Board, only the formal dedication of the Cemetery remained.
ma~~er

Quite early the Association decided upon a formal
of dedication.

"'·er·e completed.

On August 19, 1862, definite plans

The clerg-ymen to participa t ·e were elected

by a vote of the Trustees, the choirs

or

di·f ferent churches

25

Opinion expressed. by G~enn A. Kennedy during a
personal interview, October 10~ 1960
26
27

Tinkham, A History of Stockton, p. 79.
Stockton Rural Cemetery Association, loe. cit.
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were invited, and a committee was appointed to arrange the
grounds and provide a platform.28

V ... M.

l'eyton ably re-

corded the dedication for posterity:
By order of the Board of Trustees of Stockton
Rural Cemetery Association.
Sabbath evening was set apart, as suita-ble and
proper time· to dedicate the- cemetery grounds, ~ppro
priately and solemnly, for the purpose intended, 11 the
burial plac-e of the dead 11 for ·thi.s c_i ty and v 1 c ini ty,
and the 1"ollowing is the order of exercises for the
dedicatory services on the cemete-r y- grounds ..

An opening (solemn and a ppropriate) hymn was sung .
by a choir of 25 iadies and gentlemen who volunteered

for the occasion. Dr. E. s. Holden, chairman of the
Board of Trustees, then gav~ a ~hort history of the
association# together ~~th the progress in laying out,
and present financial condition of the association,
the names of the trustees and officers, etc.
The choir sang another hymn and the chairman then
introduced Rev. D• .A ... Dryden who read the 90th I:-salm
from the Holy Scripture, then offered the dedicatory
prayer. The choir sang another hymn. Rev. Dr.
Happersett of the First Fresbyterian Church was then
introduced and deiivered the dedicatory address. The
choir then :!an ·- - fraise God From \'/~'1om Ali Blessings
Flow, etc., and the solemn and impressive dedicatory
service clos-ed by benedict.ion, pronounced. by the Tiev.
Mr. Hendrickson of the First Baptist Church.
Jv!ore than a hundred carriages, stages and Tlet;ons,
conveyed persons to the grounds, and I suppose five
or si.x hundred ladies and gentlemen atcended the
services which took place .at 4 o'clock in the evening.
~1us the trustees or the association have set
apart, this beau-tiful spot as the home of our dead,
the .final resting place of' all that 1 s mortal, of
one dear and well beloved, kindred and~rriends - sacred spot -- let no sacreligiousLsi~hand ever

28

Ibid.

I"

!.

August 19, 1862

I,

'

il

0
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desecrate this hallowed pl-a ce, and may gratitude and
love commingle here, in perpetuating the memory of o~
£riends, whose bodies rest in this place; let us plant
flowers, and bring evergreens as fitting emblems of our
devotion, to those whose bodies rest for awhi~e in thi~
cemetery, and whose souls we- would fondly trust, have
been transplanted to the raradiae of God above.
Sabbath evening 4 o'clock F.M., August 24, 1862.
(Signed)

v.

M. Feyton, Secretary
S.R. C.A. 29

Tne last paragraph of this record i _s as pertinent
today as it was one hundred years ago.
T.~ough

formally established, many decisions and much

erfort lay before the young AS3ociation.

,I

'J

I,I

I;

'

,,
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Ibid. August 24_, 1862. This account is now on
file at the County Recorder's Office in Stockton,
California.

CHAPTER IV
EARLY :POLICY, ADMTIHSTRATION, TI'I!FROVID!SNTS,

A.1,JD OF:E RATIONS

Es·tablishing the governing body of the Cemetery and
its physical layout were major accomplishments for the
civic--minded citizens of Stoc-kton.
the Cemetery Association.

Much work lay ahead of

Folicy decisions, administrative

decisions, improvements, and actual operations warrant
consideration in relating the complete story of Rural
Cemetery.
The primary concern of the Association was to estab-

lish a policy regarding burials.

The Secretary was author-

ized to have deeds printed for the sale of Cemetery lots;
and was

11

authorized • • • to use his best discretion and

s-e1.1. lots from

~?150.00

scale of prices."
~lu.uo;

•hile

and as low as

~~20.00

thus forming a

Single graves: in good sections sold for··

$4.00 was the established price ror aigging

r;rsves, with the Assoc.iation re·s erving the right to dig
graves.l

It was agreed that county paupers would be buried

for a fee of

~7.50;

ana stllloorn children were to be

buried in na sui table place 11 at a charg e o:f ::;: 2. 50~

1

Stockton Rural Cemetery Association, .£E.· cit.,
March 5, 1862 -and Ma.rch 15, .1862.
2

all

Ibid., May 18, 1862.

';

'
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It was decided that inter.mGnts would be numbered in
each lot commencing with No • .1 until the lot was

if
'!

filled~

and that the rule applied to single interments, as well as
family plots. 3

A~l graves were to be due five feet from

the pa th 7 avenue, or alley and 11 the head of the grave shall
front the lath or Avenue." 4 Regarding the interment policy,
the local newspaper

exp~ained:

Different prices are fixed upon the ~ots according
to their size and situation. It is the policy of the
managers, where possible~ to have one large lot fully
occupied before interments are made in another. ?ne
price of a lot five by ten is $10, and $-s[Sf~Tis
charsed for digging a grave. A man can O~il two or
more of these lots if he chooses. Lots are sold large
enough for ten or more graves for $50 in some places.
The directors propos·e fencing and improving each large
lot as soon as they have disposed of every small lot
in it, or as soon as each small lot is occupied • • • 5
Tne lot policies and prices naturally

~luctuated

as

tJ
I

years passed.

I

In 1865 interest was charged persons requir-

ing time to pay for any lots purchased.

In 1867 it was

resolved that all lots were to be sold either for cash or
on a dema-nd note bearing interest, at the rate of 1.5,% per

month.

The Secretary was permitted to use discretion in

3
Ibid.

4

Ibid., June 14, 1862.
5

.Daily San Joaquin Republican, May 21, 1862.

I

1
.J

'·
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the matter.6
a rew years.

,.
'i

The interest charge was dis·continued w1 thin

i·

Later the Superintendent was authorized to

/'

"keep s ~cale of prices and sell all lots, reporting
immediately all such

~ales

to the Secretary."

In 1875 the existing prices of lots and plots were
nadvanced twenty five per cent
p-e nses and improvements. " 7

. . • to meet future

I
.I

ex-

,I
I

I

In still later years the _price

of a lot determined on a rate per square foot with higher
rates for preferred locations.

By 1949 the basic rate on

new perpetual care lots was two dollars a square foot.8

The term "perpetual care" {now endowment care}

'
t

rerers to an agreement betl'l·een the cemetery and the lot
ovmer whereby the income earned on a portion of the purchase
price of the lot is to be used to provide care ror the years
to come.

The idea was first presented to the Trustees· in

1897, but tha Board decided that under their ·incorporation
they were unable to contract for the care or· any lot perpetually.

The following year, however, what is designated as

Block 29 was set aside and sold at 90¢ per square foot - -

6

Stock·ton Rural
7
8

~·,

• , op.

£..!..!.· ,

July 18, 1867.

Janua-ry 13, 1875.

Stockton Rural. Ce'!letery Association,
Vol. II, Afril 27, 1949.
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the price to include the grading. seeding, and continuing
care of the entire area. 9

In later years new blocks were

opened under the endowment care program.
With the necessary

ad~inistratlve

policy in order,

the new cenetery was ready for ita first burial.

April 24,

1862, marked the first interment in the E.ural Cemetery •.
.1\irs. A. L. Gardner, age .forty-two years, was buried in Lot
l, Block 26.

The local paper recorded:

The funeral of Mrs. A. L. Gardner took place yesterday afternoon from the Baptist Church. The services
were conducted by the Rev. Mr. Huntington. 'fhere was a
large attendance of ladies and gentlemen at the church,
the deceased having been much respected in the cormnunity.
The remains were deposited in the Stock.ton Rural
Cemetery, about two mile·s north o.f ·the city, the tract
being that formerly owned by E. ~1. ::Tovrison, The remains
of Mrs. Gar·d ner are the first interred in this burial
ground.10
It may be appropriate at this time to describe briefly the funeral procedures of this period.

A wbite hearse

V1i th matching 1"1h1 te hor·ses and white plumes was used for

·young people.

The more customary black hearse, ho.eses, and

plumes were used for older persons.

Tne horses were often

9

Stockton Rural •• • , ££· cit., Vol. I, April 19, 11 1898.
The law chE:n*ing the wording from"perpetual care" to endoVlment car-e 1 was made in 1951, becoming ef'fectiv·e on the
22nd of September of that ·year • • • "Perpetual makes one
think that the care of the cemetery will go on forever,
v.herea s the truth 1 s that ·the care will ,.g.o on only so long
as there is income from the care fun.d . [Letter from
Raymond L. Brennan to Glenn A. Kennedy, January 9 J 19·61~7

10Daily San Joaquin Re publican, April 25, 1862.
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covered with a black or white netting which drape~ almost
to the ground, with mesh of about two inches square.

The

driver of the hearse wore a long blac~ coat and derby hat.
The glass sides of the vehicle showed partial drapes inside and the bla.ck or white coffin a :!I 1 t was then called.
Following the hearse in procession were the haeks
for the p.all. bearers &·nd family, and then the surreys or
bugg ies of friends.

Sometimes the members or a lodge or

other group rode in carryalls.

TI1is was a high wheeled

carriage similar to a fringed-to vped surrey, except that
three could sit abreast with sufficient rows of seats
(four or five) to accomodate twelve to fifteen persons.
M:ourning was always expressed in clothing..

'fne men

sometimes wo.re a black band around their ·hat over the
regular band.

Some wore a wide strip of black cloth around

their arm, usually their left, bet11'een the el.bow and
shoulder.

The women were dressed in black from head to foot,

(they wore very long dresses at that time}, with a black veil
attached to their hat wblch covered the face and hung to the
shoulders.

Even :b laclc gloves were worn.

!.iourn1ng 1 tself

was o.ften expressed in the most audible tones, apparently

the louder the crying and sobbing, the more sad the

bereaved~l

11 Glenn A. Kennedy. "Sunday Gather1.ngs
.
" ,. ·( ~.~n;:t:.o
·
. l .i sh e d
writings of' Glenn A. Ken.Yledyl, undated, (Ty~ed.)
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Times .have changed and mourning has been greatly
subdued generally.

Certainly the sadness felt

1~

no less

intense today, but the expression of it has been modified.
Thi5 moderation may be credited to the different position
the cemetery holds in today 1 s society.

In by gone day!

there were few of the many distractions and entertainment
facLlities of the pre:sent.

Sunday offered a day of rest,

relaxation, religionJ an.d .family

11

togetherness~~~

An

old

times newspaper te-l ls of the Stockton .families gathering
in the late sixties at the cemetery to clean o.f.f the lots
and generally spend most of Sunday there-.

T11ey brought

along picnic lunches and had an opportunity to meet their
friends and exchange local talk.
Mrs. Ernest K. fool (nee Helene Schuler) told
recently of how her family and other families used to go
to the ceme·te.ry early Sunday mornings, returning to town
in the-ir rigs (horses and buggies or fringed surries} in
time for c'.lUrch.

After lunch they would go back to the

cemetery to spend the rest of the da-y.

The women Gathered

together discussing their problemsJ the children ~layedJ
and the men discussed local farm conditions, ~rice3, and
the like.

It was just a place for the fine old" families

to enjoy the day and catch up Dn the latest talkJ and at
the same time do some lot cleaning, planting and

37

decorating.l2
In later ye-a rs, an old man whose name is not re-

called permi tted the street car company to run a horse draW1
street car over his property to the then west gate
cemetery, for the convenience o.f the ma-ny visitors.

or

the

This

nine foot strip is now a no man's land- - the abstract

companies saying 1 t is t .oo costly to try to find the rightful owner.l3
The topic of death -a nd relat·ed subjects was not
unusual to Stockton.

In 1864 there was considerable talk

of the unhealthy climate of the region.

'fhe fresident's

report included in the minutes of the Association's March
8, 1864, meeting is interesting in that It attempts to

answer the accusation.
The list of deaths, as per mortality statistics,
in the states, could ·be extended, embracing every
large ci·ty and to?.n. in the tfnion, which would only
prove conclusively that Stockton and our county (San
Joaquin) stand unrivaled for health snd low percentage -of deat~ s. Tne Lrate otfdeaths in our city is a
nice co~~entary on some of our wise legislators, who
late.iy in some o1' their buncombe speeches compared
the climate of Stockton to the 'pestilent miasmas of
fonten~i~marshes or Italy1 or the 1 deadly exhalations of the dark borders of the Ganges.' Of the
115 interred • • • (only) one in 62~ of the pof ulation of this city and its env-irons (died) of var!·ous
diseases.l4

12
Ibid.

13
Ibid.

14Stockton Rural • • • , £E.• cit., Vol. I, March 8, 1864·•
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Thi~

report is significant when one real·izes the

cmmnon rate or de:a th to population at that time ra11..ged from

37 to 45. 1 5

It is also significant when viewed in the light

that the Rural Cemetery had burled 70 of the 115 who had
died in the city.

The Cath olic Cemetery had tmrie d 36, the

He_brew 2, and ·the Odd Fellows 12.

The Rural Cemetery was

already the major city burial facility.l6
To successfully afrninister the burial or the
separate plots were set apart for specifi.c groups.
northwest corner or ·the grounds -v;as set apart
able and proper burial pl.ace for the C'.:linese

11

dead~

The

as a suit.,17

...

Another special section was laid out for the Masonic Order,
and "one for ministers and their families, where the ground
(was) given fre·e of all charge."

A small plot was res-erved

for children whose families were not pennanent local residents or who were orphans.

ALso, there were separate plots

for single burials of adults of each sex.
decided to end this segregation of adults.

In 1901 it was

The public

apparently did not like the idea of exclusive male and female sections.

15

16

17

Other plots were for the county's poor, and

Ibid.
Ibid.

Ibid., May 18, 1862

E

and colored people -a

L.ater a special la\\'rl. section was dedi-

cated and re-served f'or U.S. Viar Veterans.
was s e t aside for .Japanese.l8

In 1901 an area

The most recent addition is

Babyland, which wa3 opened in 1948, it being the first such
section established in local cemeteries.
The proper

a~~inistration

of burials was not the only

major task to confront the new Association.

One of the pri-

mary concerns was to properly enclose the grounds.
minutes o·f May 18., 1862, report that

11

a

The

motion was made

and carried to appoint a committee to confer

\\~th l~~ber

dealers to ascertain on what terms the Trustees could buy
lumber to fence the cemetery grouncts. 1119
Samuel Fisher and later B.

~1 .

Dr. Ho.lden,

Bours were the eommi ttee in

charge of the construe ti·o n ...
On July 6 _, 1863,. claims held against the Cemetery

for the construe tion of the fence amounted to ~~107. 00 to
Wm. ;;,. Baggs for the lumber, $253.50 to Timothy :Page for

labor,

~; 60 -.

00 to Simpson-Gray Lur.1ber Company for labor, and

$62.50 for making new gates.20
~isted

The original fence con-

of split four by four posts about ten feet apa.rt

with three one by six rou3h boards as rails.
18
19
20

Ibid., February 29, 1864.
Ibid., fray 18, 1862.
~·~

July

6~

1863.

In later

40

years barbed wire was subBtituted for the boards.

As the

years pass·ed, the fence was extended to include additional
acquisitions of property.

The fence along t he ditch be-

tween Rural and S.an Joaquin Cemete-ries wa-s erected in 1867
when 11.94 acres were sold to Mr. Lewis.

fart of this

fence is still standing as are two of the original fence
posts along the west side of the ditch benind the Centro2

Ha rt or Al pine Lu"Tlb·e r Com) any yard. 1
The Association .minutes of February 29, 1864, men-

tioned the various cemetery improvements to that ti~e
the ownership of seventy acres of land, a .s ubstantial
fence, staked off lots, a superintendent and grave diggers
and "all this has been accomt:Jlished quietly and ·without
show, or ostentation, and today the ·r rustees are nearly out
of debt. n 22

The iv.arch

a,

1864, minutes- complimented the

Board of' Trustees for having practiced such

11

great economy,

t h at the Association should be free from all liability and
t hat all future income may be expended in imp·r oving and
beautifying the grounds.n

23

Fa.rt of the improvement of the cemetery o·p eration

21~ersonal Interview with Glenn A. }{ennedy,
December 10, 1960.
22

Stockton Rural • • • , op. cit., Vol.I, Fe-bruary 29,

1864.
23

Ibid., March 8, 1864.
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waa to move the ~uperintendent and hi~ staff to a permanent
residenc-e on the cemetery grounds.

The plan cal-l -ed £or

fifteen acres completely fenced, with a small house, garden and pas-ture.

Originally the superintendent was paid

$SO per month and was expected to furnish his· own provis-

ions and board himself.

Before long, the single cemetery

workers were lodged in three bunlc-houses {one and tv:o room
affairs for sleeping only) located between the auperintendent's house and large wooden barn.

It had the appearance

of a Southern plantation home with the so-called "slave
quarters" in outlying buildings, although the terminology
of the latter was hardly applicable to the cemetery
\\"Orkers. 24

In a.ddi tion, the -~uperintendent ran a boarding

house in his own quarters.
~ne actual dutiee of the- workers were msny and varied.

Initially only one hired ·hand was required to work with the
superintendent in maintaining the grounds.

As the cemetery

increas-e-d in si.ze, more workers were necessary.

In the

early spring, a-bout sevente·e n men would be hired; and they
go over all the lots spading up the ground and genera~ly
improving the appearance of the entire cemetery~ 2 5

24

i'ersonal Intervi-ew with L~aurice

December 17, 1960.
25

-Ibid..

w.

Kennedy,

In 1887
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the rules were changed to discontinue any grave digging on
Sundays. 26

Until that time this wa-s co·n.t-non practice.

Worker.• s l'tages have naturally risen over the years.
L~

1897 the

~rkers

o£ Sunday workv

received $40 a month and were relieved

In 1903 it was suggested that employees

receive 20¢ per hour for actual time employed.

Additional

office help was adde·d in 1903 and a foreman was appointed
st a salary of ~~7 5 per month with free house rent.

In 1937

the workers were organized under the Cemetery Employees'
Union - - Local #1073 of the International Hod Carriers
Building and Common Laborers' Union of

A~erica. 27 Since

that time all labor negotiations are handled with Local #1073.
One of the first duties of the initial superinte-ndent
and his helpers wa.s to establish a water system for the
cemetery.

The records indicate that the first water system

consisted of a number of hand pumps scattered around the
grounds and located next to small tool houses which ~tared
a rake~ shovel and other garden tools for the convenience
of the lot o~ers.

One of the original tool houses is still

on the grounds. 28
26
27

Stockton Rural
Stockton Rural

. . .,
. . .,

op • cit., Vol. I, :March 7, 188'7.
op. cit., Vol. II, September

13, 1937.
28 Glenn A. Kennedy,~~ n'fhe Water System", (Unpu.b lished
1Nritings or Glenn A. K.ennedy), undated,
(Typed.)
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With the constructiun of the original pipe line
system in the 1860's_, map.s were made or the- main line location.s and smaller lead-of..f pipes, and. those leading to
the hose faucets.

As the cemetery expanded, the new lines

were mapped accord"in gly.

Unf'ortunatel"y, in the late 1880's

or ea·rly 1890 s, these maps were de·stroyed.

T'nere was con-

siderable controver5Y over the destruction.

Some said it

1

was done by a disgruntled employee, others said the maps
were destroyed accidentally.

With this inf'ormation lost,

1 t was not until Nate Strong took over as Supe.rintendent in
1909 that an effort was made to restore these very important records.

Taking one set of the old original maps, he

was able to note

do~n

what he knew about the lines, and as

repairs and extensions were made, these too were added to
the .maps.

In 1947 Mr. Strong and Glenn A. Kenne-dy made 1 t

a project to verify the.se· maps as best they could.
Opening faucets and watching pressures as a result
in nearby :faucets, and working with the· reconstructed maps,
they developed a fairly good record.

It has since been

discovered that one or more ·extensions o:f main lines had
not been correctly charted.

As each repair is made, the

maps are care fully che ck·e d to determine their a c:: ura cy.
At the time of re placing the main valves in January

1960~

the surprising discovery was made that one of the main lines
runs a dif:ferent

1:

co~se

from the distributing point than

'II
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that charted for over fifty years. 2 9
Superintendent Maurice

w.

Kennedy :5tates- that some

of the plumbing of the water lines is anything but orthodox.

It is difficult to know exactly what to e.xpect when

old pipes are dug up.

Many times a faucet ha-s· been t·ound

on the end of a bent pipe, evidently bent around .a handy
tree, in place of using an elbow.

This is hard to justify

when fixtures and wages· were so inexpensive.

Sometimes a

hole was drilled into one of the larger mains, threaded,
and a three-quarter inch line screwed into it.
works rine until a repair has to be made.

Everything

Over the years

the pipes have corroded and rusted and the rusted threads
in the thin shell of the main pipe prevent·s the replacement
of the small pipe.

This typical problem is one of many that

the superintendent is faced with in the older parts of the
cemetery in ke-eping pace with changing needs and changing
times.

In any event, the original water lines were a much

needed improvement to replace the old hand pumps with the
small tool house immediately adjoining.3°
The installation of ·the water system was only one of
the many major tasks that confronted the first superintendents.

29

Ibid.
30

i'ersonal Interview with Maurice \'1. Kennedy,
December 17, 1960.
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Tne construction or a drainage system was, perhaps, the
most ambitious improvement project ever undertaken in
Rural. Cemetery.
Early Stockton had long been subjected to floods
due to the ne·twork or s-urrounding creeks and sloughs.

Only

recently have these w-at·erways been tamed by levees, the
Diverting Canal, and

ap ~ropriate

flood control practice.

The relative height of the proposed cemetery acreage had
been one of the basic considerations of the Association
when it

p1~chased

the Howison land.

A l.ocal newspaper

article of that time substantiates this concern about rloods
when it records:

''It might be mentioned . • . that the

land upon which the new burial ground is· situated was, during the recent floods, several feet above high water mark.
The Association was naturally concerned with the
thought of a local flood that would reach even the high
ground of their acreage ..

As a precaution, it was decided

to dig a ditch around the entire grounds.

This was a

~re

g ressive project that e.xtended over six years from 1869 to
1875.

Tne initial impetus for the· drainage system began

at the March

31~

1 8 69, Board meeting:

A general system or drainage was discussed at
length, and the members of t~e Eoard concurred in
Capt. Weber's sug,::estions, for a general system for

31
Daily San Joaquin Republican, March

.!.6~

1862.

11

31
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permanent and .future opera-tions in that line of
and adopted a plan, and agreed to l;rosecut-e tne
as means wou1d justi.fy.32

k

=~~k.,

A later newspaper article commented on the project:
The system o.f drainage, which has been, since tlle
o.f this Associat i on, a neces~ity on the
premises, .for ~ne ~eed of funds the· Trustees hav~ not
been able even to commence until the past saa~on. 'l'h1s
or~ u n ization

system is now commenced, and will be pushed to completion as fast as funds will permit. 'l'he Trust ees -and
o~~ers of plots or lots, are much beholden to Capt.
c. r·.,f . Ueber, inasmuch as this gentlc:::1e.n haz exp•mded
a large amount of time and money ln carrying out this
necessary system of drainage • • • 11 33
Immediately one notices the reference to car-tain
·webe·r.

Not only did he sugg est the drainage sys·tem but al~o

helped physically and financially to bring 1 t about.

'l''nis

is further evidence of Captain ~ eber's close association
with Rural c·e metery ..

The drainage ditch was approximately t~elve feet wide
at the to.p with sloping sides to a de,i.ith of six feet..

It

was dug with mules and Fresno scrapers an.d ext ended

t.:.nc

the original

sot

B ro

acres plus the 3.98 acres added in lC67,

then .followed the entire length of the or1£inal Cemetery
Lane and drained into north Street Canal en the sot.,;,th side

32Stockton Rural • • • ,
33

~· ..£.!!.·, Vol •. I, !.~arch

Stockton Independent, March 7, ~670.

31, lB69.

·-
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of what is now Harding Way.

Th e r·~or
· th St ree t

cana 1

·
in

.,.

1"

q'

I .
I '

t~rn .,

drained into Smith Canal.34
The drainage system was never really tested by a

major flood but seemingly proved satisfactory over the
years.

As local flood protection improved, the need for

the system disappeared.

That part of the ditch running east

to west and immediately sout of the l1!ausoleum YJas filled in
sometime prior to 1928.

The short ditch immediately south

of the present San Joaquin ll':edical Arts Center was filled
in 1959 to the new grade of that property.

The north line

ditch was f ·i lled in at the time of erecting the :rresent link
wi.re fence.

An interesting tale is associated with the north line
(.Alpine Street) and east line ditches.

In 1909 the y;estern

Jacific Railroad extended its line along the east side of
the cemet-ery.

About the time of, and right after World \'; ar

I, many men took to the road - - some looking for vtork,
others simply

11

knights of the road,

11

The railroad was a

natural route of travel and usually an empty box car or gondola offered free transportation.

'.l'"ne ·::estern l'acific was

34

Iersonal Interview \d th Glenn A. r~ermedy I in.fcrrnation handed down by L. ll. Cutting to N. c. Strong to
Glenn A. Kennedy, l'fovember 19, 19 60 •
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most liberal in allowing these free-loaders and as a result
many £ollowed its tracks.
A larGe jungle camp was established between the
1

Nestern and Southern l?aci.fic tracks just north of Harding

Way.

Some of the travelers, not wishing to get entangled

with the large- groups, moved a little to the north - along the tracks next to the cemetery.

Conveniently close

v:ere the water hydrants of th-e cemete-r y, and it was more
isolated then the regular camp.
Most of the vagabonds were just traveling along, but
occa-sionally one or two would stay a week or two, v.·orking
in the orchard-s or !' ields to the east.

Glenn A. Kennedy

tells of one such intinerant who hid his blankets and other
personal effects in one of the cemetery hedges, and anoGher
who left his belongings in a culvert under the
facific tracks.
sions.

A~parently

~.· estern

no one bothered their posses. ji

On rainy nights_, the one holed-up in the culvert

fj

I:

and the other under a very thick and r...igh cemetery hedge. 3-5

:J

The de_i..ires-s ton brought many more unemployed men to
the area.

Several calle-d at the cemetery office and asked

permission to put up temporary quarte-r s in the- ditch.

It

vras agreed that under t ·he circumstances they could stay and
build a shack or two J. . roviding they were orderly and kept
!

·'I
\

35
Glenn A.- Kennedy, "The Squatters", (Unpublished
Writings of Glenn A. Kennedy}, undated (Typed.)
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their places clean.

It was fUrther understood that no

shack was ·t;o show above the ditch.

They v1ere not to wander

around the cemetery and were to pass throueh the grounds
only when going to and coming from the main gate.

They

knew that no women were allowed.
Time went on,

0

conomi c conditions impr•c ve d, and

these men moved on only to be replaced by another group
the pens 1 oner s.

Some of' them built remarks bl e shacks, qui t .e

comfortable and unique.

One of the cemetery officia-ls re-

call:3 that one old man had a two .room apartment with a
porch.

That partic·ular pensioner had not only used the

ditch proper, but had dug away the side of the ditch to expand his living space.

~"lith

the aid of spare l.umber from

the nearby box factory, and old pieces of tin and glass,
the shacks grew into presentable living quarters.
As a rule, the men were well behaved and often did
odd jobs t'or the cemetery.

They reported those things .\·m ich

came to their attention vmich were· contrary to the welfare
of the cemetery.

They were generally well respected persons.

Like all unfortunate things that happen, one night
tf'.ree men raided one of the shacks.

It was the day the old

men had picked up their pension checks.

Tne hoodlums

cra-shed daVIn the door, ·took the old man's money, and vanished
into the night, but only arter beating the poor old pensioner.
The Sheriff's office investigated but could do nothing.

: !:"

..•·

'1
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As told by one of the other. old men,

11

We heard him cal.Ling

f'or help; we knew what was going on; but there wa·s lit-cle
we could do against men like that.

,;e only hoped and

prayed that our doors would not be torn down like his
and in addition to losing what little- we have - - of being

: t,

brutally beaten.n36

.t

~

'

···!

For san! tary purposes, t ·h e squatters erected an old
fashioned outhouse type toilet at a convenient place in the
ditch.

They did a good job of :m aint.aining their area and at

no time could the immediate vicinity be called "of'fensi ve. n
To them, this was home and they· treated it as such.

The

'

' ~·

men along the Alpine ditch were just a iittle different.
They __., were primarily middle-aged and were odd job workers.
They were sufficiently far enough away from the sections of
the cemetery being used at that time that not much is known
of them.
...
\

In July 1952, the Association Secretary called on

•

!

each occupant of the ditch system and told them of the

'•

planned erection of' a new fence and the .filling of' the ditch.

·r-ne eviction notice was taken :well by all except for one on
Alpine who questioned the right or possession of the ditch.
He wa-s under the lmpre.s si on 1 t was owned by t h e County.

He

;,
l.
)'
~
\ •

IIh

11
, :.:
t ''

f;
..
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was soon convinced of the cemetery's full title and he, like

l:
\

i.

the rest, prepared to move.
: l

The cemetery i·1elped the old men along the east ditch
'

in moving and stored some of their possessions until they
could get resettled.

I !

The era of the squatters in the ditch

had come to an end.37
Another thing closely related to the story of the
drainage ditch concerns the use of the removed dirt.

In

the older sections of Rural Cemetery, one is 1mpre 3sed by
the fa>nily plots, surrounded by brick walls, which are
several feet above the road surface.

The granite - coping was

usually placed upon a brick foundation as was the family
memorial.

The amount. of dirt requi.red to fill these indivi-

dual lots was eno.rmous.

It is obvious that the drainage·

ditch supplied- this dirt.
In late-r years new terraced memorial sections were
established.

To meet the need for more fill dirt, ar1•ange-

men ts were made lli t ·h the \1es tern :r·acific to follow along
their r-ight of way to the Diverting Canal to the north.
From there loa"ll which was loaded by manual labor, was hauled

in an old-fashioned dirt-wagon to the cemetery.

The wagon

was drawn by two horses, and had two by fours for a bottom,

37
Ibid.

f

r
,I

·I

-

which allowed each

~tick

- --- -- ---

-l

to be pulled out or turned over

separately to empty~38
ferhap~

water wagon.

the most striking of all equipment was the
The driver .sat high above the rig which was

pulled by two horses.

During the summer one man did nothing
.,

but water the gravel roads the entire day.
As for the grav-el, it was brought in by the \iestern

l ·acific from Livermore, dumped along its track to the east
of the cemetery, and moved into the cemet.ery by the dirt.
wagon.

J?hysical labor was used for loading the gravel, but

this was typical of the time.
dum~-cart

Aside from the conventional

of years ago, most work in Rural

Ce ~etery

1

was done

"I

by good husky men using shovels, picks and similar tools. 39

·It

A great deai of physical labor was required to make
the Lane from North Street to the

ca~etery

passable year-

round, since it presented a serious prool·em during the wet
To help alleviate the problem, the generous

seas-on.

Captain Weber stepped forward again.

By contributing a

large· amount of v:ork in grading and di tcn!ng, he helped to

l

develop ~presentable entrance to the c~etery.

j

40

Other
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I
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civic minded citizens assisted in the project according to
the Associat"ion record:
The road leadi!lg to the cemetery during the winter
season {like all roads leading to the City) heretofore
has been almost impassable. During the past winter the
road has been widened by a liberal donation of land
hav~ng been made for that purpo~e, and the expenditure
of ~~300 liberally subscribed by a few individuals. 41
In time new improvements were added to the Lane.

A

change in the cem.etery entrance_, affording higher .ground and
better view, has previously been mentioned.

In 1876 the

Lane was improved by graveling; and in 1885 a wooden sidewalk was extended .from the cemetery to North Street.

In.

1896 another sidewalk was "built alon3 the west side o.f
Cemetery Lane • • • in order to afford better protection to
42
women and children who desire to walk to the grounds."
In 1899 permission was granted Reverend

w.

B. O'Connor to

cro.ss the Lane, lay pipes across the same, and maintain
gates on e·a ch side of the Lane for the sole use o·f Saint
Joseph's Home.
On September 16., 1922, the Rural Cemetery As s·ocia tion

entered into an agreement
of th-e Lane.

~~th

the City of Stockton for use

One of the considerations in the- document

41

Ibid.
42
Ibi~.,

March ·2, 1896.
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reads:
A8 a .further consideration for the covenants of the
above deseribed property to second party, the said
second party (the City or Stock ton} shall improve the
land leading to Stockton Rural Cemetery from North
Street to the gate at the entrance or said Cemetery
Lane by graveling , oilL~g and rolling said lane (known
as Cemetery Lane) and maintaining the said road perpetus.lly in good condition and repair to the satisfaction of the Trustees or the Stockton Rural Cemetery.

And as a fUrther consideration for the covenants of
the above described property, the first party will
p ermit the second party to open Pine Street, Cleveland
Street, Wyandotte Street, :nawthorne Street and McC.ioud's
Avenue leadingLsi~7¥ cCloud's addition to the said
Cemetery Lane and the second party will cause to ·be
placed in the ditch on the west side of said Cemetery
Lane from the width of each of said streets so opened
into the Cemetery Lane 12" pipe or culvert in such
position as will permit water to flow uninterruptedly
in and along the ditch now existing.43
Since 1922 the City of Stockton has maintained the
Lane during which time it has been considerably

improved~

Title to the· Lane is still vested in the Rural Cemetery and
public util i ty companies and all others must secure permission prior to use of any portion or it.
Much time and effort, likewise, have gone into the
landscaping and beautification of the property.

The count-

f: . I

~;

I

I.

:l
i' .l l ...
~

i

1 es s v ari e ties oi: shrubs , bushe·s and trees now found on the
grounds were not native to the area.

Only the Valley Oaks

were on the land when it was purchased.

43

~.,

September 16, 1922.
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An article in the January 29, 1863, Stockton Daily
Independent reminded the public that they should tastefully
adorn their lots.

"It would require but a very little

labor to plant a few ornamental evergreen trees, and the
cost of procuring them would be comparatively trifling.

11

The newspaper even encouraged several families to share
costs and buy a
the whole.

11

11

sufficient quantity of trees to ornament

Above all, the press encouraged im.ilediate

::. ;·
'
'

I

'

'''

action, t:or the sooner the grounds were adorned

11

the more

credit it will reflect on those who have selected plots in
it as the la·st resting place of their friends, or. perhaps,

themselves.n44
The encouragement of the press was not without re-

ward.

Mrs. Ernest K. Pool (nee Helene Schuler) mentions

the families planting and decorating their individual plots,
especially on SundaysA45

Also, the Rules and Regulations

dis-tributed to the lot ovmers made reference to the planting of trees and shrubs.46

In. short, ~~e hundreds

or

varieties of trees and shrubs in Rural Cemetery are largely
the result of lot owners who sought to .s ot:ten the aadne ss

44

Stockton

~ily

Independent, January 28, 1863.

45

Glenn A. Kennedy, "Sunday Gatherings, 11 op. cit.,
Told to Mr ... ~.i.W. Kennedy by Mrs. iool.
46

Rules and Regula-tions of the .Stockton Rural
Cemet·ery Association, 1 tem. 8, (undated ·b ut was second sheet
of Original Deed so must be 1861.)
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or death by decorating the eternal resting place of the

'

~~·.
~ t

..
I

•

:· {I

tt .:

:~

.family and friends·.

"i
~I

Mrs. Althea William_, on a recent visit to "Rural

. I

Cemetery, wrote of her amazement at the natural beauty of
the grounds "with literally hundreds of stately old trees
of all varieties, just like a great park.n47

In a •Letter

to the Editor" column, Mrs. M. J. Ryan wrote recently:
It is more like a great big park and truly a place
where beauty s-oftens s·adness. I have never seen so
many beautiful oaks, elms, and a do·z en or so other
type.s or trees, with a soft green lawn carpet, at their
feet • • • How .fortunate the people of your city are to
have such a lov·e ly place to bury their dead • • • 48
Associated with this natural beauty is the abundance
o..f wildlife that have found refuge in this haven o.f peace.
Entering the Rural Cemetery., the visitor leaves behind the
hustle-and-bustle of one city and finds the native peace of
another.

Even the entrance gate lends itself to the quiet

charm or the surroundings.
T:.1.e beauty of the landscape would not have ·b e.en
possible without the addition of new pumps, wells, water
tanks, and the like.

The cemetery records abound with lists

or improved facilities and new equipment.

In

~888,

for

instance, the disbursements for the ye·a r included:

47

Althea William, " .The Cemetery,,. Stockton Record,
January 25, 1958.
48

I·i 'Irs. M. J. Ryan, "The Rural Cemetery," Stoc:i{ton
Record, June 10, 1960.
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"f'ee d, coal, safe, insurance, taxes, gravel, lumber, printing, 1 a bor in raising water tanks, etc. ••,. all worth
$2~726.26 and i'ixtures which included: "iron pipes, water

,·.

'

f'aucets, couplings, labor on same, and new barn", all worth
$1,;;99.37. 49

It is obviou-s that the cemetery managa:nent

and lot owners worked hand in hand in beautifying and
enriching the f'acility.
It ·would be incorrect to assert tha.t all was smoothsailing f'or the

ad~inistration

of' the cemetery.

In the

year 1899 an interesting s-truggle i'o-r control of the
Association occurred.
The Rural Cemetery Association is a corporation.
Under the Cemetery Act or 1859, eve·ry person controlling
two hundred square feet or land

11

may either in person or

by proxy, give one vote for each plat or lot •

.

.

n50

Proxies are usually solicited by and given to the officers
or trustees, but there are times ·when certain people differ
with the administration and seek to gain control of the
corporation themsel ve.s.

Tnis is what happened in 1899.

Apparently some dissatisfied person either wanted
one of' the salaried jobs f'or himself, or ha·d a difference
of opinion with one of the o1'.f1cials and "'anted to have

;·
49

Stockton Rural • • • , op. cit.-,

Vol.I,"~~arch

5, 1888.

I'
'

50

Californi-a Statutes, 1859,

~·

.

c~t.

l

I

·I
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I
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him replaced.

According to the Association minutes,

11

a

desire on the part of certain people to elect a director
in the place of H. S. S-a rgent, dece·ased, led to bringing
in .a large number of proxies.n51

It is stated that the first proxies were .secured by
Frank 1.' Jhale and o·thers in the interest of the election of

Dr. Davenport.

Mr. Whale denied other interest than the

election of th& director although there had been various
rumors that he sought the position of Superintendent him•
self, or that of Secretary for someone else.
~i
'I

C. M. Keniston was the Superintendent at the time

and had a majorit.y of the proxies.

~I

,.

>!

:I

Whale challenged the·

'·

'
~i

proxies held by Keniston on the grounds t h at some of the

:I

signers did not ovm. lot.s containing two hundred square

!I
'I

feet.
"lot. 0

~n is

'!

led to a controversy as to what constituted a

f
.lj:

Some maintained that a regular cemetery lot was

..

what was referred to in the Articles of Incorporation,

~~
!'

while others were of the opinion that a single burial lot
was

meant.

The interpretation would make. a substantial

difference in the number q·J ..alified to vote.

I

..lj
.J

To settle the dispute a surveyor was employed nto
survey each lot sold to date with the number of square feet
contained therein."

Attorneys were called in and they

I'

il
!

51
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gave an op.inion on the matter.

Tney r-:...1led that the truste-es

had the power to fill any vacancy in the-ir number ana eould_
fill the vacancy caused by the death of :..r. Sargent.

In

any event, a revised vote was taken; Keniston maintained a
major! ty of proxies; \'f.."lale and the others did not gain con-

,.
t'

1,,:
I

trol; and the proxy ba-ttle for control of the

Assoclt~tion

was finished. 52
After the hectic proxy battle, everything ran

elon~

I·

peacefully in keeping with the environment until 1913, the
year in which there was a very destructive fire.
On March 5, 1894, a boil e r with ncc o !J:..;orie.s had bcon

added to the physical improvements of the Associat io~ . L

.,

3

For water supply, there had been erected two wooden tank-

:I ''•

.

;

houses,_ octagonal. in design, v:1 th a bree zev:ay be tween·
T"ney -were located some twenty five feet to the east of ths
brick engine room or pump house building.

The cemetery office occupied the ground floor of
the south tankhouse and the corres,t.•on di ng

north tankhouse was use d f or a t oo 1 house
•
•

Sj.HlCe

i n the

Jio use

made of the second fl_o ors of the two buildin-gs •

~ss

en the

third floors were two huge r.ooden r.ater tanks, both

52

b 8
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covered, with a catwalk around the base of each tank.

These

. II

buildings were surrounded by ·a lawn and two large umbrella

i

trees grew in front.
was a

water-trou~~'

I

At the easternmost edge of the lawn
and above was the outlet for filling the

waterwagon used to sprinkle the gravel roads.

The engine

:! '

house contained the large boiler with its brick base end a

' I

• I

I
1. ·
~ .;

tall chimney reaching out of the galvanized sheeting roor.54

I·'

Mrs ... Etta V. Strong recalls that she and her husband,
Nathan (Nate)

i

;

c. Strong, had jus·t finished dinner when the

telephone rang.

An excited voice said something about a

big. fire at the cemetery.

Both got ·into their 1913 Overland

aut·o mobile and drove to the cemetery.

Arriving at the end

l'.J

of Cemetery Lane, they found it well blocked by cars, a
fire engine, and many people on .foot.

11

j ~~ .

Nate unlocked the

' '

.'· '' .

gates and the fire eneine drove into the grounds, followed
by the others.55
Apparently the fire· ·had started in the engine room

~

'

~ ~ .

I' :

and it was obviously beyond saving.

The flame.s were leap-

ing into the air in those places where the metal roofing

I;;
'

I

-1 !

(. . I

had caved in.

.

The Stockton Dailz Evening Record wrote of

I

.

' I'

'

. tl .:

:, rli ''I
;( I
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the "-spectacular fire • • • in the heart of the
the dead''.

11

1

l

i

city of

According to the· newspaper account, a brilliant

red glow was throv.n "over the white marble tombstones and

...

the gray granite monuments

II

The nearby trees became

flamine torches as well as the pumping plant, office, and
tankhouses. 56
Kennedy again writes!

11

The .first thought was to

save the office i.f at all possible."

The garden hoses were

connected to the nearby faucets and the two tankhouses were
wet down.

"Thinking that it \fould be better to take the·

hose up on the catwalk or the office tankhouae., Nate
climbed up the ladder ?ri th the hose."

The ladder was on

the engine room side o·f th.e tankhouse and it -soon caught on
fire.

To keep from being trapped, the Superintendent·

Jumped for hi8 life.

.In doing this he injured his heel so

badly that he had to hobble around on a cane for several
months.

In addition, he was badly burned on the arms and

'·

·'

face. 57
The heat was so intense by this time that the surrounding evergreens began to smoulder.

Another probl-em v1as

I!

.I

a barrel of gasolina stored in the flaming engine room
that could explode any minute.

56

Stockton Dailz
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Also. there was the

!
I
I

Record, August 8, 1913.
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pos.sibili ty that the boiler would blow up.
With the heat so intense_, there was nothing that
could be done to save the tankhouses.

Finally, with a

wavering at first, than a tremenduous roar one tank and
then the other crashed to the ground.

11

There was a

scrambling of bystanders for stations of supposed safety
behind marble slabs and granite columns. n5S
water helped" to

e.xtingui~h

The- deluge of

the flames j but now the water

supply was completely shut off.

There was little the

"several hundred spectators who had gathered in the silent,
weird and winding lanes and avenues" could do but watch the
fire burn itself out.59
The next morning the engine room was an empty brick

~

'
,t
!
'

shell, with the metal roofing covering part of the badly
burned boiler, and the gaunt stack towering over the ruins.
Only charred remains marked the plac-e where the tankhouses

p

d

i

I

I

once -s tood, and above the still smoldering tim.bers stood
the oft·ice safe, badly blackened.

The safe was dragged to

t :-Je side of the ditch at the rear of the engine house and
allowed to cool, for it wa.s realized that opening at this
time would have caused the record·s to burn on contact w1 th
the air.

58

After proper cooling, the safe waa moved to the

Stockton Daily Evening Record, August 8J 1913.

59
Ibid.
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former superintendent's hou!e on the south end of the grounds,
and was opened.

Fortunately all records were preserved.

Un.forti.:Ilately, some of the records -w hich could not be placed
in the vault due to lack of :!pace, were destroyed.

Thi~

included the ortginal survey map~ of the cemetery acreage. 60
Arrangements were made immediately to have new wells
bored-, electric pumps installed, a steel water tank erected,
a new of.fice built, and all other scars of the fire erased.
The net financial loss amounted to nearly ~;e. 500; but within

a few months, under competent management, a finer facility
evolvec1. 6 l
ttcompetent management" had been a by-word

i'd_th

the

Rural Cemetery Association for the past one hundred years.
The list of civic-minded trustees is too long to be com-

I

I

pletely considered, but it is sufficient to say that from the

i:'

founding of the cemetery to the present, only men of high

:II;

character and caliber have filled that of.fice.

Cert8inly

the same may be said of the Superintendent~ -of the past ten

decades.
Un.fortunately, little is known of the early s~perintendents.

George Abel was the first.

He ~as replsced in

June 1864 by J>eter Young who resigned aft-er three years end

60 Glenn A. Kem1e d y "The 1913 Fire," op. cit.
61Stockton Rural • • • ,
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was, in turn, replaced by Joshua Seamands.62

';

Seamands had

i

~

'· I

' l

been born and raised in Iowa and had come across the plains
with his wife and child.

H~

served

'/

,..I

Superintendent for

as

'

nearly ten years and later served as coroner of Stockton
fo.r one term.

He died in 1898.63

Peter Jensen was elected Superintendent to succeed

i '
:

Seamands and filled that office until 1882 when he "verbally
tendered his resig.nation
... n64
_

c•

F • un...
r;ua 1 e

intendent and died in office in 1897.

;~ :
., '

was e 1 ec t e d S uper-

To fill the vacancy,

Charles M. Keniston was elected.
n~ough

; .

'

each Superintendent made his contribution to

I!
~'

the cemetery, Keniston is credited with improving the records
tr~ough

I

: I

i j'.

the introduction of what is called Lot Books, there

i ~~
I

\

. I'
~!

being one such book for each Block.
In these· books, a separate pag e is reserved t'or each

t'ar.rily plot by number.

Space is provided to record the

name of each person interred in the plot, and a map of the
lot shoiling the position of each grave therein.

>.

I

·' ..•

This wo·rk

was done by Kenistonrs daughter, Lucia, during her summer
vacations while she was attending Stanford University.
She pers·one.lly visited each lot and single grave in
62'

Ibid., June 3, 1864, and July 18, 1867.
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the entire cemetery and roughly charted out the us.ed grave
spaces, and recorded the name of the deceased as shown on
the headboard or monument.

She then checked with the

original int-erment record for verification, drew the maps
in the Lot Books, showed th-e position of each grave,
entered the name of the deceased in the space provided, end
cros-s--referenced the name with the dorresponding grav-e
space on the map.

These books are one of the .mo.st. important

pre.sen t day re.feren c e- records and are use-d eons t-an tl y. 65
Keniston died in 1909 and was replaced by Nathan
(Nate) C. Strong.

Of all the Superintendents, Nate Strong

warrants most consideration.
His father, Nathan Moreton Strong, entered the

employ of Rural Cemetery early- in 1901, and he and his
family moved into the house on the grounds.

A

few months

later, his husky young son of sixteen, Nathan, -also began

working for the Association.

In 1905 Nate became A!slstant

Superintendent and four years later, the Superintefident.
He held this position until 1946.
N-ate made the cemetery his life's work and

65
~ecember

Statement by Glerill A.
10, 1960.

Ker~edy,

persona 1

intervle~,

d

11

:~

66

responsibility.

Extremely self sacrificing, he never a.sked

for a vacation or time off and lost no time due to sickness
during the forty one years ·that he managed the cemetery.

An

e.x s mple ot: his self sacrii'i-ce was a request for a p ay decrea _se during the depression year of 1933 so as to help thefin-a ncial status of' the Association. 6 6

In later years,_ when

he had ste pped down as Superintendent and had been named

Advisory Vice f ·r esident, he requested hi5 salary be reduced

nnd

11

lady.

the difference ... • • added to the salary of' the of.f1ce
1167

On July 1, 1 9 49, he requested that his salary be

stopped altogether and later requested hi-s pension be discontin u ed.68
On Aug ust 23, 1956, he pass-ed away, leaving a record

'
!

' (

'•

of four years as Assistant Superintendent, thirty seven years
'

as Superintendent, and fifteen years as a

Trustee~

Hi~

:fifty

f'i ve years of service to the. Rural Cemetery is a record v•hich
which will probably never be surpassed.

Calvary Garden wa s

-l

rr
'

r

'!

dedicated in his memory on March 2, 1957.

t
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CHAP'.rER V

CONTEMPORARY POLICY,.
Th!PROVE~!ENTS

AJ:l.UNISTF~TION,

AND OPERATIONS

In 1944 the Trustees of the Association realized that
a new man should be trained to take over the duties or
Superintendent., since l'i!"ate Strong had made known his intentions- to retire.

On March 13, 1945, Maurice W. Kennedy was

elected as Assistant Superintendent. 1

One year later he

became Superintendent and ha-s competently f'illed that position since that time _..
Maurice

Ke~nedy

was born and educated in Stockton.

-His family haa been associated with the Rural Cemetery
since .1 867.

This fact, and his close companionship with

B

favorite uncle, Nate Strong, gave him an early understanding of cemetery administration.

Prior to accepting the

cem.etery position, he had been employed with the Ho_l t Manufacturing Company and as an accountant and salesman with a
major oil company for twer:ty years. 2

A year after

ass~~ing

the office of Superintendent,
i

! ;

I' I• ,I

1

1945.
2
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Kennedy assumed the added re_s ponsibility
major importance during his

or

aQ~inistration

Manager.3

or

have been the

ex tens 1 ve reha bi l ita t ion_ and modern! za tion programs.

•I : •'

'I'he_s e

' .'

...

'

I.

.

! !.,.

programs have been so f'ar-reaching that any consideration
of' modern Rural Cemetery administration and operation_must
date from 1949 when Kennedy assumed control.
One of the firBt progressive steps taken by the new
administration was to mo·;Te the Secretary' a o-r rice and
records to the cemetery office.

From its beginning and up
:

t

to November 1950, the Association Secretary maintained a
downtown of'fice.

Here were kept all of the financial

records of the As-sociation.
kept the offic-i al

i

map~,

At the ce!iietery office were

time record of employees-, and all

such other items as do not include !'inancial accounting.
l'ayments could -be accepted at the_ Ce ·netery office bu-t were
transmitted to the Secretary for handling .

In the early

I
;I· . .

days, wh ile the Superintendent sold the lot, the purchaser

:

called at the Secretary's of!'ice to make paym~nt.

4

J .

·' .' .

~' •,

'

: :'· ~

.

At one time the Secretary maintained his headq uart~ra

in

Ca ~ tain

,leber'-s- of'fice.

became Se cretary, the records were

3

i"Jhen L. M. Cutting
k~pt

in his real estate

Stockton Rural • • • , op. cit., Voi.II, March 1 3 ,

1945.
4

Fersonal interview with Glenn A..-

Ke:!u~edy,

December

,·

17, 19-60.

..'

'

• ~ I •

.. ..

,... · ~ ;- .... t
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office.

This was a good arrangement

of loans.

from ~ tae

standpoint

In those days practically all of the cemetery

money on loan was on real estate first mortgages.5
arra~ g ement

T.~is

~nis

; ;: i i .

,·

' \ ".

~:

\

'

of loans and real estate worked together well.

was continued in the same office by Francia Cutting

\":hen he succeeded his- father a_s Secretary.
As years went by, real estate loans became fewer and
fewer.

It was then decided to transfer the

endo~ment

care

fUnds to the trust department of the Stockton Savings and
Loan Bank (Bank of Stockton).

rnis was done in July, 1950?

In October, 1950, Cutting -resigned a_s s-ecretary.

. !

Glenn A. Kennedy, brother of the Manager-Superintendent,
was a p pointed to the office for the remainder of the fiscal
year.7

He haa held the position from that time.

i

i

-:: .~ ·..

With the

appointment of G. A. Kennedy as Secretary, all records were
moved to the cemetery office where they are presently maintained.

h i th the a p pointmen-t of 1.1 .

r;r.

Kennedy as

as well as Superintendent, certain of the
were delegated to him.

~.'.anager

f'L~ancial

T'nroughout Vols. I a n d II of the Association's
Minutes Book a.re .found reference to real estate loa!l.s.

.,££•

cit.~

: l.

I: :

With this adr:tinistrative

5

Stockton Rural

·..

records

In 1951 G. A. Kennedy was elected

T-r easur e r in addition to Secretary.8

6

.I

r:,.1.· i: . _:
'·~

Vol.III,July 26,

1950.
7
8

1,

..

Ibid., October 28, 1950.
Ibid., March 10, 1951.

I

•,

I
I

l
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;
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arrangement 7 both Manager-Superintendent and SecretaryTreasurer work together.

This has prov·e d .a very practical

arrangement.
In addition to his administrative duties, G. A.
Kennedy has contributed greatly in time and effort to the
successful operation ot: the Associati.on.

On taking o.f.fice
...
...

as Secretary, Kennedy requested t hat his service be "without
coropen·s a tion. ·n

At the s arne time, the Tru s tee.s. dis continued

their token cornpensation. 9
decision:!~

The net result of their

is not only a saving to each cemetery lot owner,

but also is a fine example of good civic-mindedness.
Besides M. W. Kennedy and G. A. Kennedy, the 1961
staff of' the Association includes:

'i :

.Thomas H. Carpenter,

•I
•,; .

'.

semi-retired insurance broker, first appointed Trustee in
1939, later elected fresident of the Association; Otto E.
San dman, investment broker and retired :'lfajor General in the
U.S. Army, appointed Trustee in 1956 and now the Vice

..

President; R. H. M.orris, retired, elected Trustee in 1958
and now Managing •rrustee; Marietta H.s .Kennedy., Office
Assistant sinca 1945 and Family Counselor sine• 1950; and
George A. Ditz who serves as General Counsel.
of the staff is best described by a recent

The character

a~ticle

in the

Stockton. Record.: " • . • the management, etc .. , was so kind

..

9

Ibid., October 28, 1950.

'

' '
'

,.

.

''
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''
t ·.

and considerate in .helping us locate the graves of our

'~
! ": ·

_,

friends. nlO

• '

I has been mentioned that real estat-e loans former-

ly comprised the major investment of cemetery money.
cemet~ry

This

fund was· the foundation upon which a great deal

' '. ·.

.

of building in Stockton -was based.

With the advent of

I

:' I '
I

~

' .'

I .·\:I

. I·"'
. I

;""
'

stringent State laws, cemetery investments were restricted
to lower-inoome fields other than real estate loans.

.

:~
,:

:

I

~

.

Later

on due to the introduction of the "prudent ·man 11 provision
in the law, the funds were invested in stocks and bonds.

This meant engaging an investment counselor and specialist.
All transactions are handled through an agency depositary

trust agreement administered by the oldest independent bank
in Stockton •

' '

j:

This "prudent· mann policy has paid well in additional
operating income and increased investment valuation with
the fullest protection for Association mernbers.ll

The fund

r
J

• '• ',

is entitled "Endowment Care Fund" and the principal at no

.'
. ' '

time can be withdrawn or used, and is governed by State Law.

i:

. .

A "Special Endowment Care Fund" covers special services.

..

As an example, deposits in the fund can provide for

10

Ryan, £E.· cit.

I

"i

11

Glenn A. Kennedy·, "A Century of Service and
i'rogress 11 , op. cit., p. 18.

.· '

'

...
'·
.

~

,.
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flower tributes being pl-aced on certain graves on special
days_, like Decoration Day,. Christmas, etc., as requested by
the member providing for this type of care.
call for sweeping out

fa~ily

Other deposits

vaults at regular intervals,

and a very popular. service provides for cleaning the weeds

·, i
,;

:

and grass off old family plots just prior to Decoration

: I

Day.l2

: !

I

i

·. :

Many years ago it was determined that ten cents per

i

square :foot of ev-e ry grave space in endowment care be place-d
in what is called the "Sinking Fund. n

T'ni.s is what could be

referred to as a contingent fund - - accumulated to take care
of things that are liable, but. not ce-r tain, to occur.
other words, 1 t is sort of an

insurance~

In

I:f, :for ins·tance, a

pump wears out, and no funds are available in the

11

General

Ftmd 11 (the operating :fund), the cost of repair or replace.: .

ment could by unanimous consent of the Trustees be taken
from the Sinking Fund.

This latter fund is trusted to the

Trustees only - - no state requirements are involved.l3
The "Pre-Need Fund" is another f'und w.o rthy of mention.

!.!oney is deposited by· Association members for future

:fUneral service.s and c-an include . the opening and closing or
,,
f

'

, I

12

Statement or Cemetery policy by Maurice W. Kennedy,
personal interview, January 14, 1961.

13

-Ibid.

' I
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the grave, the liner or vault, set-up.,_ and all su.ch services
involving in t erment.

Only those persons who own a lot or

. !'

grave in the cemetery can nvai·l themselves of this service.
The total amount de posited is held in trust by the Trustees
and can be used only for the purpose intended.

It is under

.:

;l
l

control of the State Cemetery Board.l4

I·

As mentioned, certain sections o-r the ceme tery have
been rehabilitated.

Insufficient

fQ~ds

were collected from

the grave owners to meet the requirements o-r endowment care
regulations.

There.for·e , the amounts collected are held in

the "Reh abilitation Fund." trust and the income only is u.sed
to care f ·or these areas as lawn care.

It is trusted to the

Trustees only, without State supervision.

.

.

:

'·

;

.N oteworthy rehabilitation ef.forts sponsored by

r.1. W.

Kennedy include Block 3, 194.9; McMullin Glade, 1950; Blocks
16 and 17, 1950; and Bloclr 12, 1959.1 5

In brief, these pro-

grams consist of beautifying a certain section which either
was never in grass or was overgrown with shrubs.

habilitation of these areas included planting

The re-

lawn~

level-

in3 , installing water lLnes, straightening memorials, and
i

any other task necessary to improve the

surroQ~dings.

I:
! ...

14

.,

Ibid.

15
:Personal interview with Glenn A. Kennedy,. J an uary

21, 1961.

16
1954-

Sto c:cton Rural •. .. , . ~. c i t. , Vol. l..L I, J a n·.l[:ry 20,

~i
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Closely associated with rehabilitation has been
modernization.

1Nhole new sections have been opened in

recent years· for burial purposes.

In 1954 a new endowment

care ~awn section w&s opened for the local .Japanes·e.l6

A

similar section is generally used by families of Greek
descent.

These sections have proved very popular.

Othermoder.nization efforts include bringing the
Rul.es and Regulations up to date, new cemetery equipment,
renovation and redecoration of the office and Chapel, and
providing a rno.re adequate record maintenance ..17

Thes·e are

but a few of the many steps t .hat have been made to keep
astride of the changing times and demands.
:Perhaps one of the major modern improvement eff'orts
of the cemetery was t "he installation of' a sui table fence
around the entire grounds.

The need !'or such a fence was

.fir·st discussed in March of 1950; however, i t was not U...Tltil
July of 1952 that actual work began.l8
Th.e oric;inal fencing

men ti one d.

or

the grounds has already been.

Tne boards and barbed-wire renee was replaced

by 6,653 feet of' seven-foot-high chain link fence.

The

17

Ibid. , Vol. II, March 14, 1950; Vol. III, March 8,
1952 and r;·: a.rch 7, 1953; and Vol. IV, April 1, 1959.

18
Ibid., Vol.II, March 14, 1950; Vol. III, July 1
and 26, 1952.

Stockton .Fence and Material Company (Lloyd

:r.

,
3 ,.... t-·-....., o ••

ovmer} allowed for the non.-profi·t status of tho
and quoted a 11 rock bottom" price.19
For the t'irst time in ninety-one years,

A3SOc1;..':.! . . ,

t!"le-

erect1nt~; tho

Association asked for· a donation for

letter was sent to all Association members

fo:leo.

ex:_. lo1 ::tn,..~

t!.o

need for the enclosure and soliciting contr1 butt cnJt r<,:worthy project.20

~

t-.•

By the end of 1953, a.ll but a v"r'! au~ 1

amount had been dona ted. 21

Today the fence ·s tand! •

:'1

•

protection from unwanted intrusion, acts of vandnl1 :: ~ •u ~ !
desecr-a tion. of the property.
As a non-profit organizat.ion, the Rural Cr: ~!)to rr
Association has endeavored, tlu•ough the years,
vices as economically as possible.

1 ()

From 1861 to

~

r'

• · .. •

labor costs plus employer taxes increased to ~ore ~ ; q~
ccs .. 0 , ,. --:"' :-•~
eleven hundred percent, as compared to the
u

services at the cemetery vhich increase

....

d but fiVO

~~·. J:;.:r·•4
t• -~

•

forty percent t'or the same· pe-riod.

19

Ibid., Vol.II I,

u Y 26 , 1952.

J 1

... t- I

20

Letter fr:orn Stockton Hurtald Ce(~~ il!.n ·: ~
to All Association ~embers, un da e , ·'""
July, 1952.)
21

6, 1954

I· ~ ~

. -·.

tcr":" ,\s:'--

Stockton Rural • • .,

- t.,
c1

• •·
,, ·· r, :·. •
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'
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one increase. 22
Under present day arrangern.en ts, new grave spac-e is
usually purchased on what is called the "package dealu plan
which includes: the grave space, opening and closing the
grave, recording fees, liner or vault, cement

marl~er,

runer-

. i

al set-up (tent, chairs, etc.).., a flower va.se, and ·s ales tax.

I

In the price of the grave space is included the cost of the
land to the purchaser and the

a~ount

i

i!

placed in the endow-

i

f

ment care fund for the future care of' the particular area.
Prices for grave spaces vary according: to location, and

:j
!

are sold on a square footage basis.

The State Law re-

quires that no less than sixty five cents per square foot
be placed in the endowment care fund, but Rural Cemetery
has found it advisable to deposit· an amount in excess of'
this requirement.23
Other than the amount placed in the endowment care
fund f'or future care of' the

la~n

only, income from the grave

space sales is used to prepare the gr·ound with !'111 dirt,
to plant the orieinal lawn, and to care for the area until

I.
'

I
;- ·.

22

rersonal interview with !.faurice
January 14, 1961.

·w.

Kennedy,

:i

I

!' ;
'

23
Ibid.

·,.,

- r
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-such time a .s 1 t is ready for use.

l'art must be used for

additicns to and maintenance of the entire water system,
new and repaired tools and equipm·ent, rna 1n t enance of roads,
care of the trees and all other items which affect the
gene-ral welfare of the C9metery.

The income from the endow-

ment care ftmd just about equals the actual cost of maintaining these are.as in that type of c-are, from the labor
st-andpoint only.

All other cost·s for equipment, water

. '

'

service, maintenance, etc., must come from funds otherwise

rec.eived.24
It is obvious that there is little profit derived
:from burial fees and that .t he Association has used ell income for the· general care, maintenance, and operation of

the

cemetery~

The Rural Cemetery Association is a non-

profit organization in the truest sense of the ter:n.
No review of con temporary policy, a d:nini strati on,
improvements, and operations vrould ·be complete without con-

sidering what the present Trustees and r.~anagement envision
for the c-emetery's future.

According to the present r.~ anager "every possible end
available square .foot of the rema-ining t:nused grot.:.nd has

24
lersonal interview wit~ Gle~~ A. Kennedy,
January 21, 1961.

I
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been under observation as a part of the continuing I-lan.n25
It is obvious that the .future of the cemetery has been a
subject o:f constant explo!'ation by the p!'esent 'l'rustees
and :M. anagement.

In addition to the program for the furthe!' development of two ve~y large plots in the north -end of the ce~e
tery,. four slmilsrly large blocks are presently in the map
stage.

On the west sid·e, present development is extending

southward and will eventually provide another three to five
thousand earth 1nterments.26

At their .rneeting in March 1960, the Trustees adopted
the "Southwest Acreage Froposed Development Plan of 1959. n 27
The pre :face of the plan reads in part:
This is an advanced study of the initial proi.osal
for the development and beautification of the· presently
unused acreage in the southwest area of the Stockton
Rural Cemetery Association property. In this story is
included a earden type ma usoleum rt th niche arran.;ement,
an exclusive flat marker lalm garden, and several manumen t lawn sections, and an t:rn garden. 28

The plan provides

fro~

eight hundred to a thousand

garden type crypts, one hundred sixty· to two hundred &arden

25
21, .1961. l'ersonal interview with Glenn .A. Ke.nnedy, January
26
Ibid.
27

Stcclcton Rural • · •, .£.£·

.£..!.!·,

Vol.. 'I.V,

1- ~.src~ 10 '

1960.

28

1959.

southwest Acreage froposed Development l'lan or·

I
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:J

niches, and eieht to ten thousand earth interments, exclu-

i

sive of roadways and ornamental arrangernents.29
According to one of the cem-ete:ry officials, a study
of interments based on population increases for the past
twenty-five years, and consideration ot Stockton's ruture
population growth, point to the fact that it will be at
least another sixty years- before the cemetery will begin
to be crowded for space.30
As f'or a_dditional land, sixty years is a long time
in measuring the life of buildings and the possibilities

of continued use of surrounding areas for the purpose of
their present use.

It is possible that by that time chanr;e-s

in the :face of the c om7T!un1 ty will offer po.s si bill U es- of
ground expansion.
The present Trustees have kept this in mind and have
plac-e d_particular stress upon the cel!1ete_ry' s growing endowment care fund.

Additional deposits in the .fund for -the

next sixty years are expected to be suf.ficient to maintain
the cemetery for all the years to come.3l

In thi-s way

Rural Cemetery will continue on as a fitting memorial to
those who have gone on

29

be~ore.

Ibid.

30
Glenn A. JCenne-dy, "The Future 11 , (Un published
Writings of Glenn A. Kenn edy), Undated, (Typed.)
31

Ibid.
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Reuel C. Gridley
The So dier's Fried

. ~

The David S . Terry Plot
The grave of Terry is in the rear
row to the right of the monument.
Sarah Althea is in the same row
at the extreme right of the plot.

Jame s H. Budd
Stockto

1

s only Gove

or

(;.dAFTER VI

\ 'i

l :·: :

INTERESTING PEOPLE AND EVENTS

...

Ferhaps the best known burial plots in Rural Cemetery
is the United Veterans pl.o t.

Dominating this plot is the

statue

o~

man."

The story of Grid~ey' s -sale and re-sale of an ordi-

Reuel Colt Gridley, the famous "sack-of-flour
t;

Ij

.

nary sack of flour - - all for the benefit oi' the American
;
..

'~

Sanitary Fund - - is well known.

Through his self-sacrific-

ing effort. over ~275,000 was raised t'or the benefit of the
wounded Union soldiers.!
In 1865 Gridl·ey returned from his trip East, where

he had concluded his humane

task~

to find his business

dwindled to small proportions, himse.lf financially ruined,
.

';

and his health in a bad state.

In 1866 he was brought over

the mountains in a bed £rom Nevada to Stockton, a very sick
~

i

man \·,·1 thout a dollar. 2

I .!,·.

II .

Gridley went into the grocery business with Henry
Sargent on Hunter Street near Main Street...

. ,,

:.

i .; :

In 1868 he

I

~

i

:

1

Martin, op. ci!·, p. 214.

I

'

2

Reuel Colt Gridlet, Compil.ed and Fubli shed to
Rai-se Funds .fora.l\~ emoria (San Francisco: A. L. Bancrof't
and Company., 1883), p. 26. A copy is on t'ile in the Rural
Cemetery vault.

: ·:

'

: ;'I

·,
:

•

l ,

i .
I .

I "

.
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he moved to Paradise City, Stanislaus- County, and continued
to reside there until his death.

Feeling the approach of

death, he wrote to his old friend Sargent of Stockton and
requested that he be buried here.

Sargent, a prominent

citizen of the community, and a long-time trustee of Rural
Cemetery, complied with the request; and

~n

November 25, 1860,

Gridley was laid to rest in the Rural c·e metery.3
. , I

The Daily Evening Herald of November 26, 1870, states
that the funeral service was held in the afternoon at the

;

'

;
!

..

Central tv"lethodist Episcopal Church, of which Gridley was a
m.ember while he res.ided in Stockton.

The sermon ws-s

preached by Reverend David Deal who had been an uardent"

i ..·

.1'

.'

friend of the deceased. 4

I

Though the local newspaper expressed the "irreparable

. ·. ·i

loss" of' Gridley, no further public mention v1as apparently
made of the man for nearly thirteen years.

At last in 1883,

a group of citizens compiled and published a booklet on
Cridley's life !'or the purpose of' raising money to aid in

·..

' I

I

•

building a monument to his memory and es·tablishing a fund
for his near des.tltute family.

T'ne tribute reads in part:

• .• • ·this estimable man, this noble citizen, this
devoted _p atriot, this Christian philanthro:r;.:ist, lies

3
4

Ibid.
Daily Evening H.erald/Stockton, Californ1a7N ovember

26, 1870.

..

'·.

·~

'

. ..;
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in Stockton cemetery, with but a board to :mark his
erave, while many yet live who participated in the
benefits of his unselfish devotion and more whose
friends, relatives and beloved ones were saved to
them through his unrequited exertions. The dear
ones he left·, while not perhaps in absolute want,
are wholly unprovided for.5
The booklet goes on to encourage all "the people of
the Union" to show their debt o:f gratitude to Gridley and
"contribute something toward ere.c ting a suitable monument
over his grave, and toward establishing a fund for his
.~

'

.'

widow and fatherless children."
He did mu.ch to meliorate the suffering o:f others,
and the debt due him can alone be discharged when
the place his remains: lie is properly designate.d and
his family provided for.6

I

I:I

In 1886 the cemetery decided to set apart a plot

for a monument to Gridley and a resting_ place for the Union
Veterans.?

On April 23, 1887, the Rawlins Fost #23 of the

Grand Army of the Republic obtained a deed to a plot for
burial of Grand Army members only.8
·,.'

5

cit., p. 28.
Reuel Colt Gridley. -on.
*-

6

Ibid.
7

Vol.I,

Stockton Rural Cemetery Association,
1, l S86.

t.~arch

8

~·

cit.,

The original deed is now on file in the Cemetery

vault.

•

"•

I

'
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That same day a picnic was eiven by the Rawlins .fest at
Goodwater Grove (Oak lark).

The net proceeds went to the

memorial fund.

·rhe Honorable James A. Loutti t, a former c.ong ressman_,
gave an address which touched, in part, upon the kindly
deeds of' Gridley.

.. .

Louttit reminded all present of the

'

. .'

· '·

need to erect some proper token or appreciation and asaist
those whom Gridley had left behind,9

Soon after this, the

beautiful memorial was erected - - towering over the rol"JS of
wh ite marble tablets which mark the resting place of those

l

to vmorn he had given so much.10
In 1.9 12 permission was granted to the G.A.R. to inter
the r ·e mains of Mrs. Susan F. Gridley beside her husband in
the Grand Army Plot.ll

For many years the G.A.R. held

appropriate services at the monument on Memorial Day.

This

9

The Evening Mail (Stockton, California}, A; ril 23,
1887.

·.'

10

According to v. Covert Martin, a total fund of
;;[;4,027 was raised for the monument. '.rhe statue was made
in Ttaly and was dedicated with a parade and ceremonies at
the cemetery with Judee James G. Swinnerton presiding, on
September 29, 1887. (Martin, o p . cit., p. 215.}

11
Stockton Rural • • • ,
1912.

op.~.,

Vol.!, J,:arch 11,
!

. ·,

'

'

!.
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Tnis was discontinued years ago, but was reinstated in 1959
by the American Legion.

The memorial appropriately reads;

".: aeuel Colt Gridley - - The Soldier's Friend."
Wh ile the Gridley memorial dominates as the best

known burial tribute, probably the most famous burial in

Rural c·eme tery was that of David
achieved national attention
States Senator David

c.

s.

t~rough

Terry.

Judge Terry

his duel with TJ ni ted

Broderick on September 13, 1859 .•

'I"nis was not the end of Terry' ·s stormy career.

During the

Civil War he .served as a Confederate Brigadier Genera1.12

After the death of his first wife he became involved with
t h e famous Sarah Althea Hill whom he married in 1888.

The

story of his death at the hands of Justice Stephen J. Field's
bodyg uard in the Southem i' acific dining room at Lathrop,.
Calii'ornia·, is well lmown by California historians.

The

story o:f Terry's fun-eral a~d buri.al in Rural Ce~etery is
not so V.'ell known.
Sarah Althea Hill had been with h er husband as they
entered the dining room.

She is said to have whispered

something to her husband, then left the room ~

Terry is said

to have wal k ed over to Justice Field and slapped him on h is
lei't and right ch eeks, the hi e;hes t form of Sou t .;.ern insult.

12

George !!. Tinkham, Galifomia ?f.en and ::~ v ents .,
1769-1890 (Stock ton Record fu .)lish ing Co:n ~· any, l 9lb). p.l65.•

'·
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Field's bodyguard immediately produced a revolver a-nd with
his lert hand shot and kil~ed Terry.l3

At · that

momen~,

Mrs. Terry entered the room and

falling upon her husba-nd's brea.st appe-ared to take something from beneath his vest.

Terry usually carried a dirk
'

.

constable but was later acquitted on the ground that he
had only performed his duty.l4
A reporter from the .s -tockton Daily Inde pendent,

arriving on the scene, found the body covered with a tabl-e
clot h in lieu of' a .shroud and Mrs. Terry weeping over her
husband.

The deputy coroner came and the remains were

placed in a casket and then. placed in a baggage car on the
noon train.

Mrs. Terry refused to leave her de-ad husband's

side and accompanied the body to the Stockton morgue.

She

avowed her determination not to leave the casket until the
grave, and the

A ~ ust

16, 1889, newspaper described her as

ltlook ing wo-r.n and haggard but less hysterical" than
yesterda-y .15
Her cousin, Frank Rodney, is quoted as saying

'

11

what the effect of all the shock and excitement would be

I

13

I

14

I

15

i

T1nkham 1 History of San. Joaguin County. p ... 290

Ibid.
Stockton Daily Inde o endentf. August 15, 1889.

:

that

Mrs. Terry seemed much calmer, but there was no lm.owing

'

:· !

The bodyguard was arrested by the Lathrop

lrnire there.

I

·.
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on her- mind. " 16

- '

This was an interesting statement in light

'

o:f the fact that later Sarah Althea Hill-Terry be-came men-

tally deranged and was confined to the Stockton State
Hospital m1til her death at eighty-nine years of age on
February 14, 1937.

H~

Historian George

Tinkham wrote:

Terry lay sleeping in Rural Cemetery, Stockton,
near ·the beautiful monument he himself erected many
years previous to his death.. On one side lay his
.first wife, Cornelia; on the other his son, Assemblym-an .Samuel L. Terry. Not a hal.f mile distant his
second wife, Sarah Althea, a raving maniac, was confined in the insane asylum.l7
Certainly Mrs.. Terry's actions from the time of th.e death
of' her husba-nd until his burial suggest a disturbed mind.
The funeral of Judge Terry was the topic of interest
in the city.

It

~·as

thought that Mrs. 'rerry in her excite-

ment might do or say something- which would cause disturbance.

'fhe funeral was held at Saint John-, 's Episcopal
Tl.1.e-re were- less people present ·than ant1cipated~ 8

Church_.

T:.'le body was taken to the Church,_ where

J>~rs.

Terry

maintained her cons-tant vigil ror two hours prior to the
service.

Soon, the church was filled.

The ladies in their

light- colore-d summe-r- f'a bri c s and straw bonnets and hats

16
Ibid.
17

George I-I. Tink..'lam, California Men and
1890, p. 319.
18
Stoclctcn Daily Independent,

...;

Aw.:.~ust

~ts,

16, 1889.

1769-

.

l

- ;'!
.:

&7

was a great contrast to the black worn by rrs. Terry.l9

At the end of the prayer '',rs.
Terry rose from her
n
seat, and turning towards the casket an d

herself

t~ro~1ng

across · 1 t, broke into convulsi'Ve sob':inc:. ca111n~
dead husband to speak to her and return to ·ner.

UiJcn

her

She was

rinally persuaded to return to her seat so that the service
could e;o on.

Arter the crowd had filed past the casket, she again
threw herself up.on 1 t sobbing and saying: ••oh my darlinF;, I

cannot let you go.

Is this the last?

Is this tho last?"

She was hal.f carried, half led out the door, and a

ru·ty-

eight vehicle procession moved on to the cemetery.20
Many people had preceded the fv.neral proce.s<r1on to

the .cemetery, and even before the hearse arrived, a larse
crowd had gathered.

When the fLuteral procession resched

the grounds, the casket was taken from ·the hearse snd laid

upon timbers placed across the open grave.
The grave had been dug between those of the first
Mrs. Terry and Terry's son Se:r.uel.
the wishes of Sarah Ai. thea.

This wa.s :nuc~ ac:sl:-:s .t

She had de:.ired to be b•;ricd

beside her husband but Terry's son Clinton had ~3do
arranzemen t ·s .

19
Ibid.
20

Ibid.

';he

The second ~:rs. Terry acq-..:.iosced bt.:t tt:.e
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local newspaper stated:
It is learned, however, that she proposes to have

the remains of Sameul Terry • • • transferred to a
place at the front of the lot, leaving· ·the· space new
occupied by his grave fo~ herself when the time
comes.21
Sarah Althea did not get her wish.

She lies beside

Samuely a full grave away from her beloved husband.
During the graveside ·service, Mrs. Terry left her

; carriage and advanced ··toward the grave.

H·e re she dropped

to her knees and r -e mained lmeeling with lowered head, a
handkerchief covering her face,

sobbing bitterly.

When the

last prayer of the service had been given and the casket
was being lowered into the grave, she murmured in a low
tone:

11

0h God,. take my husband, protect him, and may all

those in Heaven assist and comfort him. u22

So was buried

one of Stockton' s· most noted citizens, David S. ··rerry.
David Terry and Reuel Gridley are but two of the well
. !

known people buried in Hural Cemetery.

Tom Cunningham, the

most famous of all the sheriffs of the County, and considered

one of the great sheri.f.fs of the State, lies buried in the
Hural Cemetery. 23

Cunningham served for almost thirt·y years

and achieved .fame .for hls· part in sending Black Bart to San

21
Ibid.

22

Stockton Daily Indevenden t, August 17, .1889 •

23

Martin, op. cit., p. 54.
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Quentin.

Historian George Tinkham wrote cf him:

~herlff
off~c?r of

Cunningham was known and honored by evt>r-y
the law in C3lifornia, from Ore go~ to
San Dlego, _a nd from the- mountains to the sea, for his
bravery, sagacity, sterling 1nte6rity and selfsacrificing devotion to the duties or' his hi v h and
re spo?lsible office • •- , His name stands out'""" w1 th
that of C. M. Weber • • • as one that Stockton prizes
most dur:l.ng her first half century of e.x1stence.24

Cunningham died suddenly in ·ruttletovm, Galifornia,
while on a trip.

The train bearing his mortal rcma tns back

to Stockton left -the rails , -and was delayed several hours.

On November 30, 1900, one of the most me~orable funerals in
the history _of the County wa.s held for him.

Over five hun-

dred people folloW-ed the procession to the ce:n~ tcry £rounds.
At the grave site, the various lodge_s v;ith mich he had
been affiliated were in attendance.

Tne ;.:ureka !''ire Com-

pany, r.:lks~ Odd Fe.ilov:s, 1Cnic;hts of the Tem~lars,_ i·.cd Uen,
Stockton Bar _Association and Knishts. of Fythias were fresent
v:hile the y,: asons conducted

t~e burial

service. 25

A beautiful \Vhi te rose was p-laced on the ca ~:-:e t in

the name ot: tho-s e to ·whom the deceased had been held dear •
On his memorial is found this

inscriution e~~le~at1c of his

24Tinlr..ham, History of ~ Joaauln Co .:.."1tz, P• 33 6.
25

L-stoe kt on,

Daily Record
a::-:td 30, 1900.

26

26

California I ~;ove:r.bor 27

Ibj_d., November 30, 1960.

!:./'
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lif.a end de-a th:
Faithful toiler, thy work all done,
Beautiful soul, into glory gone;
Virtuous life, with the crown now won,
God g iveth thee rest.
James H. Budd, Stockton's only State Governor ("18951899} ranks along with Tom Cunningham for local popularity.
He was admired for his generous, witty, and genial attitude

and. never pe.rmitted his brilliant suc-cess to change him.27

In 1908 he contracted a cold and failed to recover
from his illness.

He died on July 30th at his residence

on East 01annel Street.

Simple

cere~cnies

marked the

obsequies., 'mich "ware as democratic as· his life • •
Governor Gillett and staff and other State officials were
present. 28

The floral tributes were so many that the room in
v.hich the bier 11.• as plac-ed could ha-rdl-y hold them.

The

attendance was ·extremely large and comparatively· few could
get into the· residence at all.

Hundreds remained outside

during the service.
The funeral procession to Rural Cemetery was one
of the longent in Stockton's history.
vehicle a were in the. corteg-e. -2 9

27
28

29

Tinkham,

!

gundreds of

A year later J·f. rs. 13-:..tdd

His tory of San Joaquin Co ~n ty, p. .580.

Stockton Eve-n ing Mail, August 3,. 190&.
Ibid.
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personally designed. and .had an unusual monument erected in
her husband's memory.

A broken half-dome resting u ~ on four

tall pillars is symbolic of a career untime.ly terminated. 30
'l'his memorial is one of the most distinctive in the
cemetery.
S~ile

Cunningham and Budd achieved fame as fu o l1c

servants 1 Benjamin Holt achieved in tern a ticnal reco C:•' ni tion
as an inventor.

tractor.

It was he who invented the "Cut e rfll.lar·"

It wa s this invention that

'IIBS

used by the

~ rittsh

General -;~: .D. Swinton and appli ed to a fighting t&nlc.:n
Hoi t was an extremely .modest :md unassumir>g person,
co~~unity.

well liked by his employees end the

f.is sudden

death on December 5, 1920, came as a great shock to all.

k ajar A.

c.

Oullahan wrote this of the rnan:

Benjamin Holt is dead. St·ocl~ tcn mourns the loss
of a g ood and useful ci ti z. en, v:hose ger; iljs and industry enriched the com.'liunity and· carr~ed its n:J:ne
across the mountains end the valleys and the s o as to
t h e rar places of the earth. He was a man. Fame
came to him, but his rugg ed manhood did not b e come
less rugged; the simple routine of life y;_a s no _t disturbed; the friends who wal k ed v.1 th him v.-:1en t ;".ad c ws
fell a thwart the path were yet his frien~s of ni s
ch oice
He was still Ben ~ olt, vnchs~gea u~d ~ r the ~ 2
'
·
8,..,d. '"r-- e.,.
glamor • or ' renovm,
plain, honest, ln d··-S t r1.ous
·· l- ••
J

i

30
31

I

.Stockton Record, November 5, 1932 ·
.

J~t
A Hl."story_
Joaau l n
_l.nA.L"lam,_
_ of
_San
- ~--"--

'T'"

32
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Stock ton Dsil! Evenina Recor ,
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. •
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The

~f.ayor

went on. to compare Holt to a great tree

that once gave comfort to the community and was a landmark
i'or all to see.

He concluded by asking that all flags of

the city be displayed at half-mast during the funer·a l s-ervice.

'E.'lis· request was met and all business houses of the

city were closed during the hour oi' the funeral.33
Thousands of .friends paid their la.st respects to the
man before private services were held at the cemetery.

In

late·r years a family vault was erected in Rural Cemetery.

A bronze plaque originally located on the

~all

of the Holt

Manufacturing Company o.ff'ice building and formerly dedicated
to his· memory, was removed and placed on the wall in the
vault.

It reads:
BEN JAM IN HOLT

Born January 1, 1849 • • • Died
December 5, 1920.
Inventor of the Caterpillar
Tractor. Cne · of the founders
and for twenty eight years the
President and Inventive Genius
of the Holt Manufacturing
Company.
This tablet erected by Holt
Employees to ferpetua te his
memory.

!
I

I

Benjamin Holt and t;he others pre-v iously mentioned were
prominent in the conrr;luni·ty.

The majority of those buried

in the Rural Cemetery never achieved such fame though each
contributed in his way to the history or the area.

33

Ibid., December 10, 1920.
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An interesting person whose mortal remains rest in

the cemetery is Benjamin Tunis.
Tunis served on board the frigate
o:f 1812.

A native o:f Fhiladelphia,
11

Pre.sident 11 during the· \..-ar

In an engagement with a superior British force, he

~es wo~~ded

in the leg by a splinter while seven of his com-

rades .fell dead by his a1.de.

He was later taken prisoner and

spent .the remainder of the war in a British prison on
Bermuda.34 Though originally buried in the Citizen's Cemetery,
his remains were .removed to the Rural Cemetery.

Benjamin

Tunis is the only known War of 1912 veteran buried in the
vicinity of Stockton.
Another 1nterestin8 person buried in Eural Cemetery
is Benjamin Franklin.

Though no relation to his famous

namesBke, Franklin deserves some recognition for his age.

lie was one hundred and seventeen when he died of unnatural

A n egro, he was born in Tennessee and was a woad-

causes.

chopper by trade.

He was acc.identally burned to death on

February 28, 1912.35

34

Daily San Joaquin Republican, December 23, 1859.

35
Hi storz of Stockt~n end ~ ~oaqu:~_n poun~y,
written by Ylorkers of tne ..·.F.A.(.::>tCCKuOn uOr.KS froject
Administr~tion, 1938), p. 18; end. Stockton Rural Cemetery
Ti.·e c. or d of Burials.
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John Busch is acknowledged as the largest man in
Stockton's history.

At the time of' his death he weighed

four hundred and ninety pounds.36

His caske-t was the

largest ever made in Cali£ornia.

It measured forty seven

inches in width v:hile the ordinary
measures twenty three inche-s .. 37

caske~

generally

The tradition of his day

was that the fUneral service be held in the home rather
than a f'uneral parlor..

It is said that the remains had to

be moved through a window rather than the door because ot:
the casket1s size.38

A

truck~

rather than a

hearse~

transport the body to the .cemetery.

had to be used to
T'ile grave was the

largest ever dug in the Rural Cemetery.

It measured fifty

one inches wide by seven feet five inches long.
parison, it was one and one-ha.lf graves in size.
ket required twelve pallbearers to handle.39

In comThe cas-

It was indeed

an interesting event in Rural Cemetery 1 s his·tory •.
A noteworthy event associated with the cemetery is

the annual Easter Sunrise Service.
idea of' Uiaurice
36
37

38

w.

This service was the

Kennedy, and was f'irs t held on !:arch 25,

Stockton Daily Evening Record, rr..sy 11, 1920 ·
Ibid.

Inforn:ation passed down from :~ u6ene S. rt·ccornb to
Delmar !.1. !v!cComb Sr. to mys olf.
39·
Stockton Daily Evenine Record~ ~ ~
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1951, in front of the Rural
moved to the Mcmullin Glade.

Mausole~.

In 1954 it was

In 1956 it was held in the

Chapel due to stormy weather.40
·By 1957 Superintendent Kenned-y had created the lovely

Calvary Garden.

The cross, Which dominates the setting, was

made from a Hedwood tree which grew on the Bours family plot.
Tne tree had

blo~n

do\vn in a windstorm in 1955 and was pre-

served for some such purpose.41
On

M-arch 2, 195.7 , Calvary Garden was formally dedi-

cated to the memory of Nathan (Nate) Strong.

Reverend

I

I .

Donald R. L-atimer paid a glowing tribute to the former Superintendent.

Mrs. Strong donated two fir trees Ior the Garden

which y;ere planted on either side of the cross by the grandsons,

~nomas

Thayer Mann and

~erry

Nathan Mann.

Since 1957 t :1.is has been the setting- :for the Ea-ster
Sunrise Service.

It is a non-denominational service with

ministers from many local churches taking part.

Attendance

at these services ·has been as high as four hundred and fifty.
A much

le~s

noted, but nevertheless interesting,

event is also worthy of comment..

Amid the natursl beauty

of the cemetery, an abundance of wild-life makes the spot
40
1 ersona 1 Inte-rview with lt:auri c·e \'1. Kennedy,
Fearuary 18, 1961.
41
Ibid.
42
43

Stockton Rural • • ... , op. cit. Vol. IV,

Fer·s onal Interview v.·ith
December 3, 1960.

~~aurice

·r.~arch 2,. 1957~

\'v'. Kennedy,

1.·
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a virtual bird and animal sanctuary.
Forty years a g o, another animal made the ceme tery rlis

This animal was of the genus Mephitis. Americana,

home.

better lmown a.s the skunk.

On

two occasions, skunks

entered into the happenings of the ce:11e te:ry, making known
full well their presence.
One night a skunk accidentally fe-l l into an o pe n
grave and couldn 1 t get · out.

The next morning tvo:o workmen,

who were t ·o make final arrane;ement for a funeral expec·ted
at any time·_, found the tra-pped creature.

Since neither the

workers nor the Super in tenden.t felt brave enough to enter
the grave and rescue the captive, and since· the funeral cortege was expected momentarily, the Assistant

'
i

Su~erintencent

ruShed to his house on the grounds and returned with a s~ot-

gun.

·The service was held shortly thereafter in spite of

the red faces of' the management and the arom3 of the s!mr..k.

It was the custom of the

Assist~t

44

Superintendent to

check the barn each night before :ret1rin s A He often fed a

family· of skunks that lived near the barn.

One dark night

one or the little fellows ran up to greet him, but the
Assistant Superintendent accidentally stepped on che msss
of fur.

Early the next morning· the shovels r.ere busy

44

Glenn A. Kennedy

"The Birds and the Bee sts

11
,

{TJnpublished Writings of Glenn A. Eennedy), Pndated, ('l'yped.)

L

r
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digging another grave, but the intcnnent wa-s never recorded
on the books.

It was the burial of tha Assistant Superin-

tendent's clothing, carried to the last resting place on
the end of a pitc~fork.45
Another event worthy or mention occurred in recent
years.

A small circus came to

to\~n

and pitched tents on

the south end of mat was referred to as the C&r
where the E edic.al Center is pres.ently located.

1 ~arn

Lot,

Among the

circus animals were a nurn 0er of elephants that saw greener
pastures and a forest of trees in the
P~fore

c~etery

to the east.

they were discovered, they had escaped their

ma~ter

and lumbered across a recently- water·ed lawn section, each
foot leaving a sizeable hole.

Besides this, plsyfully

they uprooted some small trees and bushes, and walkedtr~ough some hedges.46

The casual observer would heve d-oubtless b e lieved
that this was carrying the natural animal shelter ides too
far.

'f"n e e~ephants were· returned to ·the circu s, and their

o?.'Iler peid for the expense of fillinc; in the foot prints,
re s owing the lawn, and re 1~lacing the hed <~es.

45

Ibid.

46Fersona.l Interview with !,~aurice ···'

December 3, 1960.

Kennedy,
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These are but a very few of the many int0resting
persons and little known events associated with the history of Rural Cenetery.
require volumes.

I

I

I

I

!

(

I

I
I

To record all of them would

Family

I

I

emorials

r

I

CHAPTER VII

i
I

I

I

A RECORD OJ? f:3 T.!ORIAL TRADITIONS

I

I
J

Past and present monumental w·o rk, the s ·tory of

epi ta_phs, and the burial tr-adi tic·ns o.r one pa.rtict.:lar race
are· topic:! which comprise an interesting record of me ·norial

·'

I

traditions as seen in Rural Cemetery.

'l't e monum :::ntal v;ork

provides the more obvious rec.ord.

I

!
I

A traditional American cecne tery like the :ii ural shows

)

the results of' many years o:f careful pl&nning nnd dev e lop-:

I

men t.

In driving through the Eural one is made aware of

the skilful combination of' pleas i ng landscape v:i th welldesigned and well-plEtced memor·ials.

Very

contrast in memorial style and design.

l

I

no ~ iceable

is she

The tradit:cnal

monument is more than a marker of tho de-ad.

Its style,

design and s 1 ze may actually symbol! ze the life of the per-

son whose name it bears.

Observation

s~o~s

o:f ea-ch particular era of memorial design.

tainly true in Rural Cemetery.

the influence
This is cer-

One hundred years of' meoo-

rial de cora ti.on may be seen throughout the erounds.
tainly the traditional
.me~orial

tribute~

mon~~ent,

Cer-

better than ru1y other

offers a more permanent record of m&,'s

brief stay upon earth •

..___-- - - - ---

-~ - --

-- ·

lJO

From the first wooden and hand painted headboards
in Rural Cemetery has grown an outstanding display of both

domestic end imported marble and gr unite.

Beautiful hand-

cut marble. sta-tues and granite mausoleums of.fer a .final
lasting tribute to thos·e ·who sleep in Rural.

llpon these

imposing memorials is ·wri·tten the history of t.ho com·:unity,
.from the

earli -~ st

8ettlers to the present e;enere.tion.

The original deed given each lot
set of cemetery rule·s and ree;ulatlons.

o~ner

included a

All mon'l.lP.lents and·

gravestones were to be set upon a "sure and sufe .foundation."
A .foundation or. sufficient depth and width was

to be dug,

then bricked up to the. surface of the ground.

'.i'~is

served

as a foundation for the monument which was cemented to lt.

1

Brick was probably used in those day-s rather than today' s
all cement foundation bec.ause of its availability.

Ey

using brick and not g oing to hardp an (ususlly six feet
oelow the surface) the ea-rly· monument dealers were ec t~.;ally
adding top weight which would eventually cause

sink and tilt.

Today, cement

pier~

t~e

stone to

beneath the bese extend

to hardpan which elimL~ates settling. 2

1

3ules

2

~ .2 e ~ ule.ti

ons . • • , 1 tem 17.

Personal interview \':ith Delmar£.: . :.: ccc.mb, S·r.,
of San Joaquin ~~; ont~Jne!1 tal Company, Stockton,
CalifornieJ February 10, 1961.

o~ner-rnanager
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One of the leading monument mun~facturers in the
United States lists ten principal types of memorials; the
hori zon·tal tablet, the hi p- h vertical tablet, the vertical

headstone, the ledger, the low vertical tablet, the free
standing cross, the· columnar monum·ent, the garden type
memorial, the exedra, and the screen.3

··
.!.ac h o f th ese b as i c

styles are re_pre sen ted in the Rural Cemetery as are numerous

variations.
The most populer monument of one hlindred years ago
was the vertical he.adstone.

This was usually a marble slab.,

four inches thick, cemented directly to the base, and anywhere from one to three feet in height.
.A.>nerican

cemeterie~

The early Colonial

used this design, and the early Stockton

stone-c.utter preserved 1 ts popular! ty.

The· hei(-;ht of the

vertical style allowed elaborate carv1n8 above the name and
an appropriate verse bel ow.

The vertical headstone was the most comrr,on memorial
but was not the only style used.
popular style.

The "ledger" was also a

It is -a slab of granite· or marble 'rhich

placed directly over the grave or

~ he

E~e

desi~ned

stone

~~s

usually elaborately

wa~

entire family plot.
and

in~cribed.

A large monument usually dominated the family rlovs.

3
1
ro Honor A M.smory, (l'roc·tor, Vermont: Vermont
!;!arble Company;-195TJ, pp. 6-7 •

The
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size of these stones, not to mention their b-eauty, baffle.s
the ob~n~rver whe n t h e limited equipm ent of that era is taken
L"lto account.

Mrsa Etta V. Strong remembers the use of c·ranes and
plenty of manpower in erecting the large monum ents and
1'a..'1lily v-a ults.
were raised by

A tripod-lilre 1'rame v:as used and the stones
8

Ci.1.inese block.

the top o1' the stone.
bottom, at

8

A Le \':ls Eole was bored into

('l'his was a hole, widening o.t the

1'arty-1'ive deg ree ang.le.

a number of wedr;e:!!

Into this was pletced

through whic h a U bolt was· :fastened.)

T'n. e wedges tightened their grip as weight was placed on the:n,

A wench and hook was then used to lift the stone.
method, the lareer stones were swunt; into place.

By this
At best,

the erection of the larg e monuments with s uch equipment was
hard v:orka

It we s also extremely dangerous.

One time a man

was almost cru-shed in trying to snove one of the larger
pieces of granite in.t o place.4

Des p ite handicaps and dant;er_,

such beauti1'ul memori a ls as the Governor Budd colmru1ar

~ onu-

ment, the HcJ.1ullin \":inged ane;el, and the Gridley stetue
display the skill and taste of the memorial artist .•

By the turn o1' the century, the large vertical 2labs
end massive 1'amily memorials had loat po:t;ularity.

4
21~

'!"ne

Personal interview with Glenn A. Ken!ledy, January

196l,[rhe i n forrr.ation obtained frcm both person3l

obs e rvation and from !•irs. Etta '.'. Strcng..:J

i
i

I
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trend in memorial design had turned to the "low vertical
tablet" and the "horizontal tablet."

'rhe low vertical

tablet, as distinguished .from the vertical

heads ~ one .,

is

of' greater thickness and usually is placed on a bottom

base.

al~o

The horizontal tablet, which is

greater in width than in height, is now

t~e

on a

ba~e

and

prevailing type

in Rural Cemetery.
Why memorial styles change is open to conjecture.
Perhaps the fact that .family plots lost
for the decrease in the size of' stones.

po~ularity

accounts

.l'erhsps the long

low memorial seemed more .modern and streamlined than the
tall upright.

Whatever the reason, the style of a memorial

usually corresponds to a particular period of the past
hundred years.

Other memorial ·\rork in Rural Cemetery deserve mention.

T""ne uniform white marble headstones of the T_Tni ted

States· Government ·stand in long rows marking the patriots
who served their country with honor beeinning ¥.1. th the
Mexican War end up through the Korean War.

These monuments

are usually engraved with a cross, the name and rank of the
decea~ed,

and the war in which he participate-d.

The cross is a symbolic reference to Christianity
and is found throughout the cemetery.

In the 1870's the

members of the Catholic faith did not have a cemetery of
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their own;

so many were .bw-ied in the Eural. 5

the cro~~ is predominant in their section.
area, member~

or

·r~e

~.se

or

I n s till e:1o .t'ncr·

the Greek Ort~odoA C~urch us~ally use ~

monument topped votth a cross.
Lodge emblems were o:ften used and, to a certain

I

I

II

extent, still are.

The nwrble tree s tl:.r.:t-: mnrks the ~~r~w e
The square a.'1d ccmp9l!S idcn ti-

of the Woodman of the .. orld.

fy members of the i·:·Iason!c :froternity, and th•J three linlcl!

j

make known an af.filia ti on vri th the Odd F'ellows .
To one family the "?. L. T. 11 wl thtn the Odd :·· o~lO'\'o S
links has a meaning greater than jus ti lodge· m•3mi) er:!hip.

It

reminds them of a s urv 1 val .beca<1se of' the I-'r-1 end .~ :"'.iF, Lo·..-e
and Truth \\hich the initials·

st~nd

fer-.

It

neppen~d

in

1849 when Thomas Kent Hook was on his way to the \·;est.

A

memorial to him reads in part:
He was attac~ed by cholera in his next hLnclred
miles, desertdd and left alene to ci e by :1 i s C7;:1
~omoanion of tb.e journey, rescued end nt.:rsod llac.k
to health by three br,.o tr.ers of the CdG ~- ellows w:• o

chanced

t~a

t

way.

It is told that as weak as he was,
g·ive the distress sit;n

or

~ ook ~~3

a~le

to

t.he lodte w:-11c:'1 r.-as i:r.'C:r-dl!:~cly

·s in the late 1870'.s i .t was o":.;vic:..:.s t : .s::. :_:r~ Cat:.olic
cemetery on Grant Street ~o~lld no lonrer ~e~:e t:·, e <:~-:;...: ~'1 ity. A new cemetery v:~s 1 ·o1.d out on •• o:~~u - ..:>..,reet (r.,rding
¥/ay .} '.V.n.ile i t wes belni?. d eveloped,, Ca ... 1o..Lics were }:ermitted to bury t~eir deaa in R:..:.ral Ce~etery.

.

'

··----·-

---...

· ~-- --

.. .
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recognized by the three lodge br·o thers· approachlnz n1m
he lay prostrate by the side

or

.:!

the trai1.6

A descendant of the Rook fa::nlly, t·. iss A!'l:l. .; sr 1.<mter ,
was instrumental in having the

Dau~:;hters

of t!tc

A ~ wrlccn

.Revolution select Hural Cemetery as the one· co-11 e tery in the
State to be appropriately marked as
Cali ror.nia. u

~n

"i!istorlcal 0.-vt in

Tfl.i s ~\as in memory of the i : ion ~:; ers and

veterans who helped to make the

~'; est.

In 1953, they erected

and dedicated a :fitting memorial with an e:_;i ttl~ to t !1e memory of all those it commemorates.8

Thollbh the majority of pionee.r .s and peo.1,.le burled in
Rural Cemetery have no personal memorial tribui.;e

dedlc~1ted

to them other than the DAH m.e :norial ~ "Ghere is a weal tl'l of
historic and modem monument v:ork throa ,~hout the crcunds •.
Here is a century of che.nging rr.onum:.m t styles~ each __: ivint;
its own interpretati.on of the :nemorial idea, c.. nc ci~i-layin£
the skill and taste

or

the sculptor and arc:---.i teet.

a century of co:n:'llu.nity history, each stc:1o in its

::ere is
OV>"!"l

lcca-

tion as unique as man himself.

6

A memorial tribute to Thomas K. ~ook frcrr. t~e
Officers and J;;embe-r ~ of tbe San Joaquin Society of ':c.1. if ernie :Pioneers, Stockton,. October 28, 18C:.B, ( Su9?le:-:1en :.arJ
i!1formation st.:.pplied by Tnomas H. Car.Penter, nc r :1~w on
mother's side to ·r. H. Hook , in a personal interv~c'\":_,
December 10, 1960.}
7

Stockton Record, June 4, 1958.
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II • EPI TAfHS

The first few decades

or

P.ural

Cc~etery incl~ded

that era whe-n the individual memorial pr·o;ided .sufficient
space for in.sc.ribing e_[Ji.ta:t.:-hs.
The wrd epi t!lph comes frcm the Greek

taphos, tomb.

The

epithale~ium

e~i,

uron .; and

or bridal song was a ritual

often intoned at funerals in ancient times.

l.ater

t~1e

epitaph was placed upon the memorial and there it has
remained. a
Epitaphs were commonly· used in the early years of

Rural Cemetery.

The stone-cutter, as he

W83

c&lled, usually

had a number o:f gene:Pally accepted verses for this

pur-~ose,.

some of which were U!!ed as- such_, or :furnishe-d the thought

for some original wording.
U_fon the Clara B. Brov.n monument, Lot 19, Block 15_,
is found the inscription:
Sacred to the memory of
Clara B.
Affectionate wife of

FrsY;k Q. :::rown
Born in

~ariet~a,

O~io

Died October 2, A.D. 1865
Age 36 years
As I was ~~c sc are yo~ now
B~t as I aM you soon s~ s ll be
irepare in tine to 1ollo~ me.

8

I

r
I

./

I~l arble

The Voice of

};~ e:mor_y (_,_·rc -~tor, '/erTcnt: Vcr::tcnt

C:OiliPany, ;.:c:::;L"(V, P· 5.)
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T.1is particular ve1~se was a corn:ilon one, and r:a s ex p res se d
in se veral ways.

For exa:n lJ le:

As you are now I used to be
As I am now you soon wil l
Prepare for death,
And folloV! ::te.

be

Very oft en a favorite Bible ve-rse was used .aa an
epi-taph.

Usually it was a verse that the decea se d partica~d

ularly liked, or one that eave comrort
bereaved.

to

t~e

Some are rather long w:i1ile others are but a

sinzle line.

s~n

Upon the stone of the infan t

Lot 4, Block 25, is written:
c ~: ildren,

ass~ranca

~J e sus

~~id

t~c

suffer

and forbid them not, to come unto

is the Kingdom of Heaven.

of J. Rcss,

:. ~ c ,

little

:for of such

11

Epitaphs often were used to express an open confession
T:.'le _Frt:Gcis '.. : ti tt~n r.:axv:ell

of love or Yo()rds of e;rat.i tude.

::-remorial in Lot 16, Block 15, 1•eads:

11

.n

'ilife so kind, A

mother dea r•, A fai th.ful friea<l, Lies buried h ere.

Other

e ~:· i tapl"'-s

interest stories.

11

in Rural Cemetery offer t::reat

A tragedy,

!::t;.,.~an

a messaGe cf farewe ll, a

supernatural coT.:Ttuni cation and a s tor:r of patri c :..i ~:n ~~d
n:u rder are .four st:.c~n stories ths.t heve b een :t--reserved
through records and researc!,_.

Sufficient in.1'orr.J ati cn ~ - e_r

rr,ita the reconstruction of t .he circ u:~ stc:nces wi. ic il r. rc:n;ted

t~e use . of each particular mess age.

Cne of' tl1e mcs t

Lnt:.=::t.:.a-1

and saddest of these is the tragedy of a farr. ily of little
children who passed av:ay

,.,.i ti1in

a fe-\·: cays.
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In the year 1877 a dreaded disease hud medicol
science tem:tJorarily baf'f'l-e d.

'l'.1wse v;i th children es1.ecially

!'eared this disease call "dipht!-le :r ia 11 f'or it wus usL.ully
fataL.

It is easy to pic tt: re a bri l')1t spl'i!16 morn in <

\':i t.'l

a loving mother fondly smilinG upon her foLr fine lltLle
dauehters as they merrily played .around thfl l1.ous e.

T:\en

one complainBd of slight c'l.ills and fever .and soon rr.en tioned a severe headache

"-'~·l.ich

vros .follo·:.ed by

in the throat and difficulty in swallowing.

the an3le s of

tre

G.

'l'~le

:=:or, r.ess
Llunds s.t

lower jaw became sliL)1tly sv:ollcn t.nd

nle fever increased; the tonsils bccaxe xore

tender.

sy:ollen,. a mucus-like curtain formed in t!:.e t · roa t cHJd the
l:reat~ing

bec£~~e

labored.

Next came the first si c -:1s of

suf'focation caused by the extension of the fcl se rr:r.; ~n bra"le

into the air passages.
The doc tor was st.un.lnoncd.

He didn 1 t ,·.-ant to believe

it, but all the synptoms pointed to di;·,:1t:-.oria.

·.. hat tr'3a t-

ment was he to use- - ho:r.eop&thic , allop c. t ·:ic. or el ·: ctri.c
and herbal ? 9

Little was h-nown about the ex:t,erimen t .s with

anti-toxin. and this was lonE; before Dr . Br.ac ·..: liG n .:: d n.::.d
some succes.s with chlorine inhalatic.ns •

10

9

l!.R. Stout, }.'..D., Our ::;'a1i.il.y f!-tysician (Feoria,
Illinoi-s : S:ni th & Hillman ;-Teag }', pp . l 7 5-1&0 •

10

Stockton .c.;·vening Mail, J\:ne 10, 1897 •
~l"rom the New York Journ&l:"

Copied
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By now, three of· the four g irls v:ere suf.ferin c wl th

Had the .fo u rth ccntrz:;cte~ t~1e t.: er:r.s?

the dreaded disease.

Thase were indeed anzious mornen ts of v igtl e ll t ._rot:t: hout

the day and ni g ht ..
Then ca:11e April

9t~

and Henrietta's life cr,::w

end., and on the f 'ollowing day Mary pas s e d a\•:;Jy.
later it \;as Ada and six days la.·ter <leat l1.

~ lni:ned

Lo an

t'w o dny s

EJ..i::nb c th,

the last of the four c n ildren.ll
Today a rather tall square :nonument stands ernon[ the
si1rubs and the tall trees o.f

I~ural

Cemet e ry.

At t n') to p 1s

a carving of' a li t ·tle girl lmee line in prayer, with her face

turned towards the end of the day.

rJpon ea c :: of'

t~c

four

sides of the stone are messages of a lonely fath er and
mother who based their hopes on eternal life.
Children of A. V. and A.

c.

Snyder

Henrietta s.
Died
April 9, 1877

Aged
9 Y' s. 4 m- 1 s
& 20 d's
sw~etly

sleep, my precious da ~3 hter.
guard the bed;
Gently rest in J ·e sus, darling,
Till he calls thee fror.l the dead·

Holy

11

an~el s

.d

1

t

t

II

Glenn A. Kenn.e dy, "Because r.:an Dl n~- h~ow ,
(T!npublished writings of Gler.:.n A. Kennedy}, ·mda-r;ed,
( l 1ype d. )
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1.Iary H.
Died
April 10, 1877

Aged

3 y 1 s & 10 d 1 s

She was lovely, she was fair
_1 \nd for a rhile was given;

An ang el came and cl a imed his own,
And toolc her h ome to Heaven.
Ada A.

Died
AI=ril 12, 1877
Aged
5 y• s & 11 m 1 s
& 3 d's.

Our young and gentle child, whose smiles
brighter summer hours,
Amid the frosts of aut Q~ time
E a.s left us with the flowers ..

Ni ade

Elizabeth A.
Di e d
April 18, 1877

As ed
11 y 1 s. 2 m' s
& 10 d's

Lone is the house and sad the h our,
Since they sweet

~mile

is

~ one;

But oht a brig hter home th an ours
In Heaven i ·s nov: thine own.
The epitsph of Bushrod Triplett offers a story of

final farewells.

In Se p tember, 1846, a youne man of twenty-

six bid far·e well to parents and fa-.:1ily as he set out for the
~est.

It must have been e sad parting as he shook hands,

perhaps bestowed a loving kiss, and turm d his back on
those he adored.

There must h Eve been a tear in a mother's

eye, or a saddened heart of a father, as they stood wa t ch-

their son disappear from sir:: ht.

I
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I

Years went by, perhaps with on occusion o l 1 ~ tter
or maTJ.y.

Certainly there .,.,·as a hope

or

E u ::; ~: rod' s

cventL:.nl

return.
Then came December 6, 1878, and !: u s! 1rod' s journey
came to an end.

The editor o!' the local d !.t ily

~'1 (; V: !;; Oi)'!r

wrote:
Bushrod Triplet,. an old resident ot: t!lis county
died qu1te sud d enly at his rooms in this city, lhls
morning. Mr. 'rri 1= let was· a nativo of i·' rederick
County, Virg inia; served in th~ ~:e .x ican ·, ·;er tmder
Colonel Donovan, and came to Cali.forn is in 18~0. :: ere
he pursued the vocation of a fa~er und stcckrut~er,
and accumulat e d a handsome com p et e nce. .L.-a t erly he was
associated in the livery business ,-,1th I.:r. Jo :m
Haines .12
It is easy to ima g ine the t:; riei' that

t~Ls

new!l

-broueht to that home in Frederick Cm.m ty, '.'lr s iniu.
brother James journeyed West to visit t he pl EJ ce
Bushrod lay.

·~v:."lile here-.,

'-"~e

v.-~ere

he h a d e bricl-.: wall b t.~ ilc arou!'1d

the grave and erected a pure v;hi-te marble n:onwne nt w1 th -a

weeping willow surrounded by a broken ~Teath of lilies e~d
roses above a cross cniseled into the stc:~.e.

T:1is e, ita;h

appears on the stone:
Come mortal m6n a nd cast &:1 eye,
Then g o awa _y a.""ld p re:;.are to die.
Remember t i."l.a t socn you m~st.
Like me be turned to dust.
This epita-p h is not original, for it e~pears- many
times in Rural Cemetery.

12

pailz Evening

This verse rs.s w~at the brot~ er

Herald, De cem~er 6, 1878.

::;.·~~--

11~

wanted to say, but he wanted to say i t in his ovm words too.
So it was that the chisel of the stone-cutter carved U1 ese
words for all those who visit the gra ve to see:

O! Bushrod, when you in Ser:tember A.D.
1846, bid us farewell, that was a long
rarewell, yes, forever.
Above your dust I have wept
And now to your grave I bid fer()v.rell
:forever.
By his brother
James H. Tri plett
Time and the element-s have worn upon those words,
and a toyon tree now casts its shadow across tho brav e . No
superintendent 1'rom that time on could recall that anyone.
had inquired about that g rave, nor hud flo·wers ever been
plac-ed upon 1 t.

Truly, they were both farewells forever. 13

The epitaph of Daisy Irene Dryden, "Gone, y et living'',
is unassuming enough, but be h ind these vrords

lt~ks

u

mysterious story of supernatural cmr.:nunica '. ;,ion.
Daisy Dryden was a daughter o.f the Reverend David .S.
w:r-~ o

Dryden,

took part in the dedication .o·f Rural

Ce:r.~tery.

~re was a Methodist missionary who later- became principal

of the female department of Santa Clara Col.:;.ege, a !'- : e tho dis t
school, later l~nc'lm as the College of ti::le Pacific.
At the age of ten, Daisy was stricken with a fetal
illness.

13

As she lingered at death's door, th a ten-y e ar-

Glenn A. Kennedy, "Farewells Forever", U.:'n,t-,ublished writings o:f Glenn A. Kennedy), ~-· ndated, (Typed.)
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old child voiced with"an almost supernatural strength • • •

the scenes wl; i ch opene-d- to her. ' 1

Her mother and other

members or t "he !'amil y recorded ·these rev e la ti on s.

Daisy

14
spoke the v.ords "ot' one w~o s·aw Heaven opened before her."At one point in her revelations the chil.d said:
n-Th-ere is not e-ve-n a line th-at separates this life from the

other life.

I know it is so for I can see you all and I

see them there at the same tim-e.

11

Daisy could not describe

what she saw for she "could not ma-k e you understand."

\'/hen

bidding goodbye ·to the sky and trees and flo11:ers, she spoke
of her love ror this life but did not wish to stay.l5
Over her erave in an older se-ction of Rural Cemetery,
is a rather ta-l l marble shaft and upon it ls in.scribed:
"Gone, yet .living. 11

T'nese wo-rds have a deep meaning to

those few who Jcnow the story of Daisy Dryden.
CUriosity is naturally arous-ed when you read the
epitaph of Joseph Hawthorn.

On

his

monQ~ent

is inscribed:

Joseph Hawthcrn was born in New Castle,
fenn., r.:arch 5, 1813, and was assassinated
in Fresno Co~ty, California, November 8~
1864, because he loved his country and
hated treason.
Available information allov;s the re-construction of ·the story
associated with the inscription.

14
F.L. Hieeins, The T.~ree Day Vision of Dying Daisy

Dryden(Toronto, Ontario;-ca~~ September, ~o?5~--~ -~~
}, p. ~-

15

Ibid. _, PP• 22, 34_.
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Dr. Yiallace .Smith, a noted Calif'ornia hi s torian,.
re t,:.orts that Joseph Hawthorn operated a stag-e station near
the present town of San Jooquin on the old 3 utterfield
During the period of the Civil r~·ar a guerilla

Stage Line.

band o:f Southern sympe thi zers, led by two men named ~! e n ry
and Mason, bought or stole horses for tho Conf'ederate Ar1r. y.

In cases where horses were O\'med by

~ Tnion

sympathizers,

such as Hawthorn, Henry an.d Mason thou;_:;ht nothinG of steal-

ing them.
On Hovembe·r

8,. 1864, Henry and

raid Hawthorn's livestock.
were

kill~d

~.: ason

atte :.; p ted to

?awthorn a nd two of his men

when they tried to protect h is property.

'l'he

tumult and violence has lont; since subsided, but a curious
epitaph reminds one of a most interesting story cf' patriotism and murder.l6
The noble -eXJ.' r·e ssions of sentiment, prayer, :::nd
tributes are s e ldom seen upon today' s monur.:t cn ts.
this?

The leading

rr.on~ en t

r;'l. y is

producer in :\merica believes

that we as a people are proud. of our antipathy toward

vanity and sen timon tali ty.
timentality."·

"We eschew all display of sen-

As a result_, we turn our backs on the

messages of' .faith, hope, love and inspiration ·that onc·e

16Letter from

· 1
D~cK

•
(Y:
· it
l'.10.ore
.~;:u b.l.~c
· y D.~rec ...vo r ,
or Co~~c rce} to Glenn A.

Fresno County and City Cha mber
Kennedy, ~i arch 11, 1953.
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adorned our memorials .1 7
or not is debatable.

Whether t :.- ds thoo ry is correct

I n any case, the e p itaph has an im-

,t;ortant part in the total .story of the m:..:r,;orial trad i. tions
of men; and the many epi ta1JhS found in RLX al Cerne tery offer
unparallele-d human intere3t as v1ell as a chronicle of men's
earthly existence.
III.

CHINESE BURLo\L THADITIONS

Though persons of every nationality and race are
buried in. Rural Cemetery, the Chines af'fo·rd the most int-eresting story of memorial tradition.

The typical funeral of

yesterday has already been ·described; but the burial t .raditi ons of the Chinese, as witnessed in :."=;urs 1

a sine ular study.

c .~,matery,

offer

An ar t icle in the Daily San Joaquin

Republican of July 10, 1860, described a typical Cn inese
.funeral:

th

Those who take an interest in the proceedings of
this singular peo.rJle, had an opp ortunity of seeing
how they believe in conducting their funerals yesterday, when they had one in this city. Tney had abundance of' fire crackers on the occasion, some of wflich
were .fired off at the grave, some before they set out;
they had one wagon in ·;,hich they conveyed the corpse
to th·e place of interment, and another in ..,.,hich ?;as
contained a b~sket ~ith the clothes of the deceas s d,
or a por·ti on of' t hem, which v.'ere burned at the grave.
As they passed along the street, tney kept distributsmall pieces of paper with Chinese characters upon
them.
Yne .reason of s ome of' these t h ings is kno~n
only to themse.lve·s .18
17

18

Th.e Vole e 5:_!' l,iemory, .Q.P.

naily

Sa~

Joaquin

ill.: ,

Re pJ~bli~,

PP • 1-2

July 10, 1860.

--·-----· ··
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Being straneers in a hostile land, the Chinese of
California .lrept very close to the::nsel·.res.

With a langua : e

and way of' life foreicn to the-ir ne·w home, they sout::ht each
other's company ond f'ormed half-political and half'- s·ocial
organi·za tions called n·tonc;s.

11

From the company (tong) meeting hall or tong headquarters came the muf'i'led clonz; of the cymbals and the sometime-s monotonous beatine_ of' the drum or the squeal of a two
stringed violin, or the peck on a banjo-like mandolin with
the big wooden pins to tighten the strin£3.

Passers-by

talked in low tones; the spirit of' death had come.
When death struck d·own a member, the company boss
went to the cemetery to make arran5ements for
company plot.

b~rial

In May 1862 the Trustees of' Rural

in the

Ce~etery

set aside the northwest corner of their acreaee as a ·special
section for the Chinese.

T'ne section was divided into three

parts f'or each of' the three major companie.s in the city.
One company surrounded their plot with a wooden fence (later

a garden type wire fence and similar type gate) and an identirying sisn which hung high above the gate, shaped in oriental
.fashion with the name of the company in both 'i m Glish letters
and Chinese characters.l 9

19

Glenn A. Kennedy., 11 The E:eathen C:."1inee"! ( 11n ;: ub~ished Writings o:f Glenn, A. ~en r-;~dyT with aclmo~·.-..L.ed!:,;.' ·' en t to
!·:rs. Ett.a v. Strong f'or ner nal p J, Jndated, P• l,{Typed.)
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The first interment in the Chinese section was
January 13, 1863, and. was made through the generosity of

one of the companies.

The deceased was remembe.r.e d only- as

"No N-ame - - Male - - C'ninese. u20
rlhen the

d.~y

o.f a funeral came·, friends gathered

~ear

the hearse which was parked in the mid.dle of Chi:-wto•m
awaiting the

re~oval

o.f tho body from the

ters where it had lain in state.

corn~any

headquar-

Usually men were the only

ones at the gathering, for seldom were

wo~en

other ·than the

wife · and daughters or .sisters present on such un occasion.
Already there had been carefully conce-aled in the

coffin a mark of identification,. for some of the "wnites",
as they called themselves,. reve.led in desecratine the graves

of the early C'ninese •.

First it was an ordinary bri.ck with

the identification of the deceased carefully carved on one

side, and later it was e. small glass vial about four inches
long and an inch in diameter.

Sealed inside ljvas a piece of

vmite linen about four inches square on Tmich the neme of
the deceased and other identification notes were written
with the usual brush and ink in Chinese characters.

A small bag of rice end some coins were also placed
in the casket just in case the deceased became

h~gry

or

needed rome help or wanted to buy something on his· cele-s tial Journey.

20

Ibid.

~18

The process-ion was now ready to start.

band led the march..

They were dressed 1·n colorful silks

with a sash tied tightly around the waist and

one

side~

and a strip

braided queues.

A Chinese

or

han ~-, ing

to

silk around the head covering the

The hearse followed with

pl~~es

frcm its four top corners and from the head
Then came the silk clad and sa.shed carriers

or
or

f~yin 3

each horse.

the deceased's

picture,. then the feast carri-ers, and behind them walked
the paid and professional mourners ·now wailin£ in their

loudest voice.

Their mourning was not alone a most piti-

ful sobbing, but a mixed .shouting of' ritual prayers, the
-extolment of'

tre

virtues of the deceased, or some of the

things to be remembered about him, so that the cods rni c ht
lmow what a good man he was.
in open express wagons.)

(Later the mourners rode

Sometimes ~~ey dressed in long

black gowns or robes, sometiMes in white, with a pyremid-

like hood over the head hiding both head .and shoulders·

21

Following the professional mourners came the .fa:nily,
perhaps walking the first few blocks, and then riding, in
a horse-- dra-wn hack with shade·s pull-ed.

Then came the

friends, following on foot, sometimes talkin g to one enother and sometimes in meditation.

Somewhere in the line

were the personal things of the deceased.

21

Ibid., p. 2.
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The rout-e t -o t -he ceme-tery hs.d t _o be a very circuitous and long one, for the devil was following.

•r o make

it worse for this evil spirit$ red slip s of paper about en
inch wide a nd four or five inches long, with Chinese
characters printed in gold_, were tossed alent; the way.
The devil was supposed to jump through each one- of the
four or f'ive holes in each of the ·slips, and he had to find
each slip, for sometimes the wind whirled them away from
the line of march; and that was good.
The procession stop ped in f'ront of the deceased' .s
place of business, ma-ybe the company headquarters, or even
his home.

This st-o p was just for a f'ew minutes i n cas e the

spirit wanted to run in f'or a f'inal far6well.
The cymbals banged, the drums beat, mourners v:s ilod,

and this was the signal all along the way to run out and
see another Chinese f'uneral.

From Wash ington Street, north

on Cal-ifornia Street to North Street, and then to Ce.;:etery
.L.an e and the Cern e te ry was the us uBl route.

At If a in S tree t

the merchants and their customers stopped business and

lined the gutters to view every aspect of the psrada.

7.1'l.e.se spectators usually grinned and smiled, because 1 t
was so different and almost a:m usin[; to the:'!l.

22

Ibid., p. 3.
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As years went by, more rode in carriaees and fewer
walked in the procession.
open hack..

The picture was dis·played in an

Later the local musicians union v:a-s eng.azed fo.r

some noted funeral dirt;e; an.d.. finally autos entered into
the picture, and the band vrent only for the first few
bloc·ks.
When the procession reached the cc;notery, the next
phase of the funeral service began.
seemed to be somewhat forgotten.

No·.v the deceas'3d

A laree brick burner, a

feast table, and a punk bed were located near the Chinese
section and were soon put to use.

Firzt came the head of

the tong with his arms loaded with pm1ks.
by the food bearers.

He was followed

Sometimes the .food was carried un-

covered on large trays in the procession; sometimes it
rode in one of the ve!-licles.

Following the food beurers

came men with arms r·ull of clothing and nwyce a favor! te
p iece of f'urni ture which

t.~ey

quickly broke to pieces, and

with the clothing, shoved into the big burner.
}l~ore

prayer slips r.·ere thrown into the .fire - - per-

haps the clothing, rurni tt:re ., or personal items could be
used on the celestial jot:rney; end it v;ould be cood

~- rac·

tlce to take along a few prayers on such sn important
trip.

These earthly possessions v.-ere soon transformed

i:-~to

smoke and ashes.
The banquet ?:as set.

It usually consisted of roasted.
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chicken complete with heads, maybe roe st pori~, or sometLnes
a suckling pig looking as if it were sne.L.ecked.

'l'here

were always so.ft white biscuits with little blue flowers

stamped on the rou.~ded white to p .

'l'lle punks vrere li.s:;.ted
7nis we s to r·le a se

and volumes of a'l'loke filled the -a ir.

the gods so they · would be sure to look down end see whn t

was going on.
Those 'rTho weren't burning t !'le clothing and personal

effects were gathered around the feast.
be too concerned about the

fa~nily,

fringe of v.hat was going on.

one seemed to

as they stood on the

Nearby· s.c.t the professional

mourners in the dirt, wailing and
their voices.

~o

screa~in :

at th 8

to~

of

'.rhere seemed to .b e no relit:;lous ·c e rc:::ony in

all of this; it was just going throuc;h the rites with

everyone ts:cinG part or just lookin3 on.

The feast

\':as

not

eaten but v-.·hether it was a final farewell banquet to be en-

joyed in a spiritual way by the O.eceased b e fore

h~

besan

the long journey or whether it was a feast ror the 2ods,
only the c:~ inase can say. 2 3
~·1.e last phase

of the burial rites inclt,;.ded t:he dis-

tribution of five cent r:;ieces careft:lly Y.'ra~ped 1:1 the s ame
red slips.

23

Bach person present was

-Ibid.,

p. 4.
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money as i t was called.

Each Chinese thou;;.htfuJ.ly looked

at hi_s gi.ft , and vrt th a smile on his face, carefully put 1 t
into his pocket.

J..s

fo·r the \Y::ite- man, v:ho perneps had

followed in curiosity even to the grave , it was something
more to '':onder scout ..
With the vurious tasks accomf-lished,

t~1e

cor.fin wus

talcen to the open grave and everyone went on his W"dy.
other ceremony remaineQ.

One

\'wben the far.lily returned to t b eir

home, one of the elders li_:11ted some sort of torch and, as
it burned, dragged it acros_s the _;!-athwc.y leudin,e to c:.he
house.
-home ,

This was done bef'ore they enGered the door of t .he
to keep the d-evil out of the house and prevent hi s

snooping around trying to find the cecsasod.
Back at the cemetery,. the animals end birds enjoye-d
the feast.

As y e ars v:ent on,_ the

11

k!lights or the road"

foll-owing along the railroad tracks, soo!l learned to recognize the sound of the cym bals a.Tld drLL'n and 1 t was they wno
literally enjoyed the ceremonial feast. 24
So far, only the "!:;uria.L tradi tf.on of the Crlinese has
been presented.
memorial pi cture.

the next phase:

24

Ibid.

That was the first pha.se- or the

~otal

iL'rl art-Icle in the local f-Bper e.xpla ined

12:3
'M<;st of the Chinese v.·i1o are broueht to this State
ere ~n fact slaves.
'l'he wee1l t:1y Chinose 1 \':ho imrort
them, however, are required to ~ive security that
they shall be J;>eturncd to t;he f.>, lectlal h.in >"Com alive
or dead. '.rhose vrho are required to make the return,
occasionally go to the g raveya rd, di c. d-cl"m to t.!El
.coffin, open it and tal{e out the bcnes of thn dofunct.

This is, of: course, done after the fles :'1 ~as re !'.:cl·t·-·d i:: .. elf

almost into ashes.25
Another article in the locill newspa.f .•e r

told of w!':et

happened next:
Tney ta1:e from the box • • • '~~e lcn [;es t bone, suy
the leg, get a box made of that lcn.:.; t h , end e i ,_ ;, to en
inches or t;m f ee t v:idc c.n d deep, .f or t:--~e r ~ c s·: ; ticn cf
all t.be bones.
Each bone is t:J;~en cut of the !urge
box and dipped into a bucket of brandy end ·-rreter.
·,·' ooy
are IJolis::Jed wi t!l a stiff brush u~1 til t >ey Dlmo~~ t zhino,.
and are then packed cl.oscly in the smaller rcce,.. te.clo.
The :polishers do not to ~ c~ th~ bones with t:-teir han dz ,
but handle them very de.x tero us ly v:i th tY:o s tic:-:: s.
They· are very scrupt:.lous in pre ~e rvin r~ bone.
I'ho small
bcx is then nailed up end addressed to s~n Fran~isco,
and the bones of :;he Ccle stj al, i! : c:..e t ir.:e, are laid
in his native land as p er Bgre8~ent o~d C~inesv :aw.26

In 190:3, a total of seventy-six Cl:. incse \":ere dis·interred in :!ural Cemetery for s:-.i_t!ment.

'.:.'he ce:1ct0r y

•·•orkers had opened each of the desicnoted r raves !:nd from
San Francisco ca:ne fo~ or five C:1.incse r.: cn who y:erc pro-

fessionals in :makinc the removals.

·.-.:~en

t :·1ey

fini~ ~:,:;C. ,

a gift was presented to the St.·p eri?'ltcnd.ent v:i t!':. :::i:1cere

25

Daily San Jocquic herJt: bli~, Cctcber 18, 1 E60.

26

Ibid., June 27, 1861.
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thanks for being so kind in this very sole,r.n and lmpvrtan t
undertaking. (One time he received a beautii'ul jade ring,
and another time a jade stickpin.)

'fhis ritual \':fis re-

peated at intervals until the final removals were mude. 27
On February 1, 1935, the 1 a.st Chine so buri~l in

the old Chinese section v:as made in Ii.urn.l <: cne tery.
i'c·llowing year

SRW

the final re!!lovals..

In

~ll

·j· [1e

of t .ose

years, from 1863·, one thousand two hundred fifty s:i..x
deceased C~inese had co~e nnd g one.28
i'o'.lndation o:f the burner and l'tha t 1 s
table and pvnk p it remain.

Today, only tr.e
1 ~·:

ft of ~he fcs.s

These stsnd as

re~inders

t
of e

/

most colorful past.

From its bet;inning,. Rural has been a ce:::1et·:- ry for
everyone, each buried according to his ov:n indivic~.;al
religion or cult end its rites or tradlticns whet~er ancient
or modern, elaborate or simple.

Side by side they occu_;,..y

the small plot o:f ground which was chosen as the fi:!el rest-

ing place of their :mortal remains.
rtll...

.~.~1omas

Gray·, 1 n h.
in a
• 1 s f emous· poe!!! 'iT;tle;;-y
.c.
._,

r:cunt-c~
.;

C'n urchyard", suggests a fi ttin,s tribute applicable to

27

Glen.'l. A. Kennedy,

P• 4 -o
28

-Ibid.
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those who rest in the Rural C-emetery:
Beneath those rug;ed elms, that yew tree·' s sheoe,
Where heaves the turf in many a mold 1 rin~ h'3ep,
Each in his narrow cell £or ever laid,
The rude forefathers· of the hamlet sle-ep.
When. you drive through this beautiful City of. l'ence,

t!1ink of those .far sighted men who pioneered 1 t a century
ago.

Those leading citizens who not only helped to create

the living city but also provided this city for the deed.
Now they sleep, along wi.th the renowned and lesser lmowr..,

in the sacred gronnd they set apart.

In his or her o"Ym

way, each one of the many has had en influence on histcry.
Together, all of them sleep eternally in The City of V1e

Great :Peace.

Ca 1 vary Gard n
Site o:f Easter S

ise Services
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AJ'P3HDIX A

Stocktonians on the 0',ou.rd of •rrustecs i!'l order
or their initial election or a pr . oi~tm0nt, and
the year in \~ich they served.
1861; 1863-1869

B.W. Owe!ls

1861-1862

\'\1m.

Biven

s.
v.

Fisher 3

1861-1868 ; 1672-1374

l\1.. i'eyton

1561-1874

I!; .

s.

Holden

1861-1876

l) .

w.

Bours

1861.-1863; 1872-1895
1862-1898

Geo. ·::e st

B. rrnderhi11

t.:"

.i!..

Capt.

c.

~·

11.1. •

':·:'3 ber

1664-1872
1869-18 72

Chas. 3elding-

1870-1372

s~rgent

1873-1898

E. s.

L. "S . Lyon

. -.

187"4-1677

'1'1

Dorrance

137 5-lS 77; 18 2 4-1 ~95

~

Sperry

lB77-l379

J. D. Peters

1877-1880

L. r.: .. cutting

1877-1924

T:r

..:...;..

s.

·~

..

. L.

Overhi S ~:rr

1678-1904

Ale.x. Chalmers

1881-1883

H. B. Bishop

1896-1901

~::.

i. Henderson

P. B. Fraser

1896-1907
1899-1910

1:32

F. A. West

1 899--1914

F. H. Smith

1902-19 15

,.,
~ .

1r •

Drury

1905 -19:35

-r.
-=
.:...:J .

\'1.

s.

190B-1920

r;oods

N • .'\. Drury

·r .

~-

it : •

Noyes

1911-1.9 42
1915-1923

B. 1/i . Bixler

19lt--1919

,'a"'f . }!.
Chestnutwood

1920-1923

~.

;-

F. Cutting

c. L.

N-ewni 11e r

\~:atreus

F.

G. r; .

Gr~.;_p e

L • 1:1.

Toa1

E. crump

.r.

T. H. Carpenter

N.

c.

Stron::;

'.": .

E. Henry

J.

c.

1921-1.950
1925-19:53
1926-1.938
1927-1940
1934-1944
1936-1941

1 939 1941-1956
1942-1955

,Sick i!"l.both.am

1943-1945

A· B. Lang

1945-1949

T>

.i "~

..

Hi c ~..:inbo thnm

1946-1950

G. A. Kenn edy

1950-

o.
:a.

E. Se.nd!:tan

1956-

H. J;:orris

1958-
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Vice President

Otto

Managing Trustee

TI. H. !'.:orris

Secretary-Treasurer

Glenn A. Ken;;edy

General Couns·el.

Georse A. I.·i tz

Ma-na.ge.r- Super in ten d8 nt

Kaurice W. Ken ne dy

Family counselor

r.~ arietta

Trust Officers

Ba ~ ~

·; ~: .

."}andman

a.

Kennedy

of Stcckton

....,

134
APPRN DIX C

Total interments 18 61 thro~gh l96U • • •

ZS,lOG

Disinterments for r emoval fr om ce ::-,~te ry

.. . ...
.......

C'ninese •
Others

1, 2·5 6
534

Remains interred as of Doce~ber 31, 19 60

26,2 59

